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Aeronautics and Astronautics

ABSTRACT

The increasing power levels now available on geo-synchronous satellites have made it feasible to
use electric propulsion engines to perform orbit raising from transfer orbits to GEO. Electric
thrusters have very low thrust but are highly efficient, so transfers require the thruster to fire
almost continuously for weeks or even months, but also provide significant savings in propellant
mass compared to all chemical missions. The complicated nature of the transfer and almost
continual firing of the thruster require the thrust angles to be calculated and optimized for the
entire transfer time. It is also important to optimize the transition point between the chemical
and electric transfers, however the available low-thrust optimization tools are not rapid and
flexible enough to allow a broad survey of possible strategies. For this reason, highly analytic
derivations have been completed and new optimization software (called MITEOR - MIT Electric
Orbit Raising) has been developed in Matlab to optimize thrust angles for constant-low-thrust
transfers with no plane changes (2D), as well as for transfers with plane changes (3D) that are
restricted to not rotating the argument of perigee or longitude of the ascending node. The 2D
version of MITEOR is robust, converges well, and can optimize for transfers with specific initial
conditions or display multiple transfer optimizations at once and view trends between transfers.
Derivations have also been completed for both 2D and 3D transfers that optimize both thrust
angles and thrust magnitude. These variable thrust derivations have been found to be completely
analytic and require no additional numerical routines. The results of the 2D and 3D variable
thrust transfers are typically 5-10% more fuel-efficient than constant thrust, and can be used to
easily calculate first cut approximation to the constant thrust cases, providing an optimum upper
bound. This project has been completed with promising results and a strong understanding of the
analysis. Continued work and improvements on the 3D analysis and code will provide more
realistic optimizations and should allow Space Systems / Loral to directly apply MITEOR to the
development of their next-generation GEO satellites.

Thesis Supervisor: Manuel Martinez-Sanchez
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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1 Introduction

With the rapidly increasing availability of solar array power in geo-synchronous communication

payloads, the possibility arises of performing a part of the orbit raising (see Figure 1) using the
on-board electric thrusters, which are provided for orbital corrections. These electric thrusters are

very low-thrust, requiring the engine to burn almost continuously throughout the transfers, which
themselves can take months. However, the electric thrusters are highly efficient compared to
chemical thrusters, so even with a conservative approach in which low-trust operation is
restricted to a few weeks and to altitudes above the Van Allen belts, this could result in

significant mass savings compared to an all-chemical insertion. The complicated nature of the

transfer and almost continual firing of the thruster require the thrust angles to be calculated and

optimized for the entire transfer time. The low-thrust portion of the transfer can be chosen to

start from a range of orbits accessible to the chemical launcher, and it is important to optimize
the combined chemical/electrical operation as well. For this purpose, the available low-thrust

optimization tools are not rapid and flexible enough to allow a broad survey of possible
strategies. We are developing alternative methods, which can quickly and easily optimize for

single transfers, but also have the ability to display multiple transfers at once and show trends
between transfers. This greatly facilitates mission planning and the difficult task of optimizing
both the chemical and electric transfers. These flexible tools have been developed at MIT with
the direct input of systems engineers and mission analysts at Space Systems / Loral. The results
of this project will be directly applied to the development of Loral's next generation GEO
satellites.

Circularization and
Plane Change using
Electric Propulsion
(100's of orbits,
requiring months)

Figure 1: One example of the use of electric propulsion for raising a satellite to GEO

1 Introduction
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Our highly analytical technique relies on the slowly spiraling nature of the ascent to perform a
formal orbit-averaging of the rates of change of the classical orbit elements (Kryloff-
Bogoliuboff's method). A first layer of the optimization then derives the form of the intra-orbit
perturbation laws of the direction and magnitude of the thrust vector, subject to local constraints
on the long-term rates of change of the parameters. In this manner, the analytically derived thrust
control laws are found to depend on a set of slowly varying parameters (such as eccentricity and
Lagrange multipliers), as yet undetermined, which are found numerically using Runge-Kutta
techniques. The outer layer of the optimization is precisely concerned with finding the long-term
evolution of these parameters, in a manner that is consistent with the implied intra-orbit controls,
and with the desired initial and final orbital conditions.

Analysis has been completed and software developed (called MITEOR - MIT Electric Orbit
Raising) for optimizing constant thrust transfers with no plane change (2D). For constant thrust
transfers that include plane change (3D), the core of the analysis and software have been
completed, but improvements are still being developed. Derivations have also been completed
for both 2D and 3D transfers that optimize both thrust angles and thrust magnitude. These
variable thrust derivations have been found to be completely analytic and require no additional
numerical routines. The results of variable thrust transfers are typically 5-10% more fuel-
efficient than constant thrust, and can be used as an easily calculated first cut approximation to
the constant thrust cases, providing an optimum upper bound. All derivations in this thesis use
calculus of variations techniques to optimize by minimizing Av (or a mass fraction), and
currently assume two-body orbital mechanics. Secondary effects like J2, eclipsing, and solar cell
degradation are currently not included in the optimizations, but should be added later. The
optimizations derived here should work for most all combinations of starting and ending orbits
(although the current ending orbit is always assumed to be GEO).

Although it is only now becoming feasible to use electric propulsion for orbit raising, the
problem is by no means new, and many people have completed analysis on the subject and come
up with optimization routines. While researching previous literature on electric propulsion orbit
raising, a database was created to summarize the research papers and facilitate comparisons
between the different techniques. The summaries from this database are located in Appendix A
(also located in references.mdb), and contain most of the relevant orbit raising literature that was
available at the MIT Aero/Astro library. An approach was created by Ilgen called HYTOP, and
a similar code by Kluever and Oleson, which both promise robust convergence for 2D and 3D
cases that also include secondary effects like J2, eclipsing, and solar cell degradation.
Comparatively, this is much better than the "standard" numerical routine called SEPSPOT (or
SECKSPOT), which is currently used in industry and is more than 20 years old. It often fails to
converge, and is very difficult to use for comparing and selecting optimum transfers. Although
HYPTOP converges well for most cases, its derivation is only a good approximation to the
optimum. Our highly analytic derivation promises exact optimum results for the given
conditions and assumptions. Currently, it converges for most all cases, and more importantly, it
is custom tailored to be extremely useful for mission analysis and systems level studies.
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It should be noted that the derivations in this thesis and initial coding were created by Prof.
Manuel Martinez-Sanchez of MIT. Michael Scott Kimbrel assisted Prof. Martinez-Sanchez with
researching literature; code development, debugging, and testing; modeling and visualizations;
document and presentation preparation; and general troubleshooting and brainstorming.
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2 Derivations of EP Orbit Raising Optimizations

The highly analytic approach taken to create the derivations of electric propulsion (EP) orbit
raising was to start simple and then expand in complexity, which can seen in the four major
sections in this chapter. The first section (2.1) derives the optimization for constant thrust EP
orbit raising with no plane change (2D). Section 2.2 extends this constant thrust derivation to
include plane changes (3D), but also includes the assumption that the argument of perigee (aO)
and longitude of the ascending node (Q) remain constant during the transfer (to simplify the
problem). Sections 2.3 (2D) and 2.4 (3D) both derive the optimizations for transfers involving
variable thrust, finding both optimal thrust angle profiles and throttling profiles throughout the
transfers. These variable thrust optimizations (2.3 and 2.4) can be solved completely
analytically, compared to the constant thrust cases (2.1 and 2.2) that require numerical routines.

The optimizations were all derived using calculus of variations. The optimizations make use of
orbit averaging (the assumption that the orbital elements are approximately constant during each
orbit), and assume two-body orbital dynamics. Higher order terms (J2, etc) and other constraints
can be added to the derivations in the future. The derivations also used the standard set of orbital
elements (not the equinoctial elements), since they are easier to understand physically and no
singularities occur in these derivations. The lack of singularities is because the longitude of the
node and the argument of perigee are not involved. All derivations have the benefit of producing
exact optimum solutions (given the above assumptions), since they have been extended
analytically as far as possible (2.3 and 2.4 have completely analytic solutions). The optimizations
can also be run for most all starting and ending conditions (within reason).

The following terminology applies for all derivations:
f

a = semi-major axis (ac is semi-major axis at GEO)
e = eccentricity
i = inclination
0 = true anomaly
to = argument of perigee
Q = longitude of the ascending node
v = velocity
Av = velocity increment ("delta v")
cc = out-of-plane thrust angle measured positive upwards from velocity
P = in-plane thrust angle measured positive outwards from velocity
f = thrust per unit mass
fo = reference thrust per unit mass of the transfer

<p = thrust modulation, on (1) or off (0), function of 0
k = Lagrange multiplier
A = non-dimensional Lagrange multiplier (2D)
Aa = non-dimensional Lagrange multiplier to constrain semi-major axis (3D)
Ae = non-dimensional Lagrange multiplier to constrain eccentricity (3D)
Ai = non-dimensional Lagrange multiplier to constrain inclination (3D)

2 Derivations of EP Orbit Raising Optimizations 9



p
m
mf

mpay

mps

71
t
T

= graviational constant of Earth (3.986x1014 m3/s2)
= instantaneous mass of spacecraft
= initial mass of spacecraft at beginning of transfer
= final mass of spacecraft at end of transfer
= mass of payload
= mass of power supply and propulsion system
= specific impulse (or exhaust velocity)
= orbit averaged specific impulse
= engine efficiency
= time (as a variable)
= final time of transfer

The following parameters have definitions specific to a particular derivation

C = integral defined in 2D Eq.(15), 3D (33), 2Dvar (94), 3Dvar (164)
M = integral defined in 2D (16), 3D (34), 2Dvar (95), 3Dvar (165)
I = integral defined in 3D (35), 3Dvar (166)
V = integral defined in 2D (17), 3D (36)
V2  = integral defined in 2Dvar (96), 3Dvar (167)
(D = cost function defined in 2D (20), 3D (41), 2Dvar (79), 3Dvar (156)
H = Hamiltonian function defined in 3D (43)
x,y,z = parameters defined in 3D (47)
Jci,Jvi,Joy = Jacobians defined in 3D (59)
F,G = ratios of Jacobians defined in 3D (58)
Aao,Aeo,Aio = initial values of non-dimensional Lagrange multipliers (2Dvar,3Dvar)

Xio,Xao = ratios of Aao,Aeo,Aio defined in 3Dvar (186)
P = power (2Dvar,3Dvar)
F = thrust (2Dvar,3Dvar)
6 = function of e defined (114) (2Dvar,3Dvar)
AvRMs = RMS (root mean squared) velocity increment defined (124) (2Dvar,3Dvar)
vch = characteristic velocity defined (129) (2Dvar,3Dvar)

2 Derivations of EP Orbit Raising Optimizations 10



2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising

2.1.1 Analysis

2.1.1.1 Introduction

The derivation of 2D electric propulsion orbit raising shown here is a highly analytic approach
that results in a truly optimum solution for transfers that assume constant thrust, two-body orbital
dynamics, and no plane change. The derivation begins with the basic perturbation equations of
the orbital elements, such as those in Battin's orbital dynamics book (Battin, pg 489). The
equations are then expressed as differential equations with respect to the true anomaly instead of
time. This form of the equations is the most convenient when assuming orbit averaging. This
assumption stems from the fact that over the entire transfer the orbital elements (a, e and Av)
vary little within each orbit, so we can assume the orbital elements are constant within each orbit.

This assumption allows the optimization to be broken down into two levels. The first level is the
intra-orbit optimization of the thrusting angle within the orbit subject to the local constraint of
the long-term rate of change of the semi-major axis. This allows for the calculation of the
thrusting angle direction for each orbit of the entire transfer. The second level of the analysis
optimizes over the entire transfer to find the optimal change in e and a to give a minimum Av.
This assures that the thrusting profiles generated in the first level of the optimization will transfer
the spacecraft to GEO (or other given end condition) in a way that minimizes the fuel required
and maximizes payload.

2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising 11



2.1.1.2 Basic Governing Equations and Orbit Averaging

We first start with the basic orbital perturbation equations that can be found in Battin's orbital

dynamics book (Battin, pg 489). The perturbation equation for the argument of perigee (o) can

be ignored, since we are assuming two-body orbital mechanics (no outside forces to modify o)

and the optimal solution would not require adjusting o. Also, since it is only a 2D problem,
there is no need for the perturbation equations of the longitude of the ascending node (Q), and
inclination (i). We then have these two equations to define the orbit.

da 2a 2v (1)
- = -ad,

dt p

-= 2(e+cos6)ad, -r(sin 9)adn (2)
dt v Ia.

To define the position within the orbit we can specify the perturbation of the true anomaly (0)

from the angular momentum (h) definition: r 2
d = h = Vpa(1 - e2 ) Solving for d gives the

perturbation equation for the true anomaly.

dO 2 e(1+ ecoS) 2  (3)
dt a(- _23

The rate of change of Av comes from the simple equation F=ma, giving

dAv (4)
=t fdt

These equations can then be rearranged to suit our derivation by using the following definitions.

ad, =f cos/

adf =f sinfp

v = 2(1+e 2 +2ecos9)

where f is the tangential thrust per unit mass, p is the in-plane thrust angle (measured positive

outward), and v is the orbital velocity, which can be computed easily from the energy

consevatio eqato - -9 adr a(1- e')conservation equation v2 r- 2and r = a -e2I . (Note also that Battin uses f for the

true anomaly, where as we call this 0.)

Substituting these definitions into Equations (1) and (2) and combining that with a thrust

modulation function <p(O), the perturbation equations with respect to time are now found to be:

2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising 12



da a 3  (5)
- 2fop() (1+ e2 +2e cos0)cos p()

dt p(1 -e 2

(1-e e2)sin 0 (6)
2 2(e + cos()) cos p() + 1-ec)si sin ,()(6)

de a(f -e 2 ) a(1-)e ) 1+e cos9

dtfp 1+e 2 + 2e cos9

= _ (_ ) 3 +e os) (7)

dt Ta3 (1-e 2

dAv (8)
__= fo p(9)

dt

The term p(9) is an arbitrary modulation function for the thrust acceleration (f) such that

f=fop(), where fo is a reference thrust. Within each orbit p(0) can be determined by the

analysis or by prescribing a specific modulation imposed by eclipsing or any other constraint. In

its most simple form, it allows for the possibility of turning the engine on (<p=l) or off (<p=O)

during the transfer. It is assumed in this derivation that <p=1 throughout the transfer, and it is

only kept in the equations for ease of further work on transfers that utilize switching conditions
(i.e. eclipsing) or other modulation functions.

Equations (5), (6) and (8) are now divided by dO/dt (ignoring to, the secular perigee rotation).

This puts the equations in terms of dO:

da 2 f()a 3 -e 2 ) 1+e 2 +2ecosO (9)

dO P (1+ecos9) 2 cos(

(1 - e 2 )sin 6 (10)
de f~ 0 ) 2 1- 2 2_2(e + cos(6))cos/p(6) + sm p(6)de =f(P()a (- e ) +ecos6

dO p' (1+ cos) 1+ e2 +2ecosO

dAv a3 (1_ 2 3  (0)(11)
-=fo

dO (1+ecosO) 2

Assuming that the slowly varying orbital elements remain constant over one orbit, we can

perform 'orbit averaging' and write the long-term evolution equations as follows.

2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising 13



Kda 2fa 3dO/ t

de fa 2  M
=O Md6/ e p

3KdAv\ a
do f .V

d6 P

Where C, M, and V are the integrals over one orbit and are defined as:

1-e 2 2" ) 1 + e 2e cos6
C0= 0( c) 2  cos/1(0)dO

2rr- 0 (1+e cos6) "

2 ( 2 2,T

2f7r f

2(e+ cos)cos(0)+ (-e 2) sin p8(0)
(1+e os0)/1+ e2 +2e cosO

(1 - e2 )3/ 2 2ff (0(0)V= fK+es 2dO
27r 0 (1+ ecos6)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

I~ec, s 10

Note: for rp(0)=1, V=1
(17)

From here on, we will omit the brackets in the understanding that the derivatives no longer
contain intra-orbit variations, only those of a long-term nature.

We also want to put Eqs. (12) - (14) in terms of de, so dividing Eqs. (12) and (14) by Eq. (13)
gives:

da = 2a £
de M

dAv

de

(18)

(19)

a M

2.1.1.3 Intra-Orbit Optimization

For the first part of the optimization (intra-orbit), we want to minimize

da
local value of (to be determined).

de
(19) with a Lagrange multiplier (X):

2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising

dA but subject to the
de

This is done by combining the two Equations (18) and
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D dAv _ da 
(20)

de de

Substituting Equations (18) and (19) into (20) and making the variations of D equal to zero, the
following optimality condition is found:

2 ~ (21)
M9C +(VA - C)9M - AMbV = 0 where A= (

The variations 8C, 8M, and 6V can be computed directly from the definitions (15), (16), and

(17), in terms of the variation profiles 6P and 86 p. Since these variations are independent, setting

the coefficient of 8P to zero, the equation for the P (thrusting angle) profile can be found:

cotp8()= 1+ecos9 M (1+e2+2ecos0)+2(1-e2)(e+cos0) (22)
(-e2 - 2Sin 0 [1eVA (C

Similarly, setting the coefficient of 8&p to zero would give the engine off-on switching condition.
This has not yet been implemented, as for now the engine is always on (V=1).

Equation (22) for P(0) can be substituted into (15),(16), and (17) to calculate C, M, and V as

functions of (e,A). (Iteration is required, because P (Eq. (22)) contains V, C, and M as well.)

If A were known, then the profile of P could be found. Finding A happens in the second part of

the optimization, where the analysis optimizes the change in e and a to give a minimum Av for
the whole transfer.

2.1.1.4 Outer Optimization

The second layer of optimization involves minimizing the full Av by choice of the optimum

profile A(e) along the trajectory. We have

e2 I 
(23)

Av=J !±de
el a M

and can calculate 6(Av) as an integral involving 8a and 6A. But these variations are interrelated
through Eq. (18), from which, after taking variations, we obtain

d(Ca) - 2 Ca (24)

SA= de M
2a O(C/M)

ZA

2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising 15



When this is substituted back into 6(Av), an integration by parts is needed to deal with the

d(6a)/de term. After this, setting the coefficient of 8a in the integral to zero gives the overall
optimality condition:

d(V /M) 1(V /M) (25)
1 V A + d 1 A = 0

a3 2 M (C IM) de 2 a d(C IM)

OA _OA _

Rearranging Equation (25) and defining F as

(V /M) (26)

F =9A
d(C /M)

,OA

gives the equation for the change in A with respect to e. This equation can be used to find A
given an intial value of e (see Figure 2 in 2.1.2).

FC OF V (27)
dA_ M & M
de 4X

OA

2.1 Derivation of 2D EP Orbit Raising 16



2.1.2 2D Constant Thrust Results
Using Equation 17, a graph can be drawn of A and e for a family of solutions (see Figure 2).
Each line on this graph represents a possible optimal trajectory, depending on an initial A and e.
For each one of these curves the corresponding values of Av and a can be found by going back
through the analysis, which leads to the graphs of Figure 3 and Figure 4.

To apply the results, first use Figure 3 to select an initial a and e and identify the corresponding
trajectory. Using that trajectory and the initial e with Figure 4 gives the minimum Av required for
the mission (as well as how it changes over the entire mission). Using that trajectory and the
initial e with the information in Figure 2 can give the P profiles for the entire orbit raising. Some
examples of this are shown in Figure 6 for a trajectory which starts at eo = 0.5 and ao/af = 0.5.

Figure 2 below shows the evolution of the Lagrange multiplier vs. eccentricity for a large
number of optimal orbits, each characterized by an arbitrarily chosen initial value, and denoted
by a number from 1 to 44.

LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER VS. ECCENTRICITY

n -

. - .-. -. - .-. -. -. -

- -.. .. . - -... . -.. ... ... -.. .... .. .. ..- - ...... ... ..... .. ..- ... . .. .. ...- .. .. ..... ...-.. .... .... .. -.. .. .

.. .... ... .... ... .... .. .. . .... .... .7 1... ... ... .... . ... .... ... ... ..-. .

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
e

Figure 2: Variation of the multiplier along optimal orbits
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Figure 3 shows the semi-major axis, normalized by the radius at GEO, for the same optimal
orbits. The set of curves cover most of the likely initial values of the eccentricity and the semi-
major axis, from pure circularization to almost pure climb.

NORMALIZED SEMIMAJOR AXIS VS. ECCENTRICITY
1.1

0.9

0.8

0.6

0.3

0.2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
e

Figure 3: Variation of the semi-major axis along optimal trajectories
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For the same trajectories, Figure 4 shows the velocity increments (normalized by the circular
speed at GEO) required to get to GEO from each specified eccentricity, along each of the
optimal trajectories:

C)

0

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
0

NORMALIZED VELOCITY INCREMENT VS. ECCENTRICITY

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
e

Figure 4: Minimum velocity increments to GEO (normalized by GEO circular velocity),
from a given initial eccentricity, along various optimal trajectories.
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The same information is presented in Figure 5 in the form of contour plots of velocity increment,
in the plane of eccentricity and semi-major axis. This is probably all that is needed for mission

optimization studies, but the information of the Lagrange multiplier, which is necessary to
construct the thrust vector angles is then not directly available:
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Figure 5: Lines of constant minimum velocity increments versus e and a/af
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The nature of the optimized profiles of in-plane angle within each orbit is of interest as well.

Figure 6 shows a number of such profiles at several points along a trajectory which starts at

e=0.5 and a/af = 0.5. Near the beginning of the climb, the thrust is directed near the forward

direction throughout the orbit, but starting at about e = 0.3, the p angle exceeds 900 (inwards)
near the perigee passage. This amounts to "retro-firing" for that portion of the orbit. It seems to

be the way to keep the apogee from growing too high following the forward firings at perigee in

the initial parts of the trajectory.
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Figure 6: Thrust angle profiles at various points during an optimal trajectory (from e=a/af=0.5).
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It is interesting to note that even with this partial retrofiring strategy, the apogee does climb
temporarily above GEO attitude for this particular trajectory (Figure 7). However, the semi-
major axis itself remains below GEO. The first part of the transfer focuses on raising the apogee
and perigee. When the apogee pushes supersynchronous it becomes easier to circularize the
orbit, so the transfer then focuses on circularization.

Semi-major Axis, Radius of Apogee, and Radius of Perigee vs Time
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Figure 7: Semi-major Axis, Radius of Apogee and Perigee
for the trajectory of Fig. 5.

vs time/(fmal time)
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2.2 Derivation of Restricted 3D EP Orbit Raising

2.2.1 Analysis

2.2.1.1 Introduction

The 2D analysis can be extended to include plane changes using the same techniques as in the

previous section. However, we found that a cleaner derivation results if the differential equations

for the inner optimization (over each orbit) use time instead of eccentricity as the independent

variable. Using this method eliminates the need to iterate when solving for the integrals C, M,

and I, which greatly speeds up the numerical process. The 2D analysis was kept as is since it is

already very fast numerically.

In the full general 3D case, by including inclination (i) change we must also keep track of the

argument of perigee (c) and longitude of the ascending node (Q). However, if we assume two-

body orbital mechanics and the argument of perigee is initially zero or ;r, then for the optimal

trajectory it will remain equal to zero or ir without any need to constrain it. This leads to an

easier problem to solve, and is the main assumption behind the "restricted" 3D case. This

assumption occurs when the initial orbit has its line of apsides aligned with the line of nodes.

This initial situation is true for most missions involving low-thrust orbit raising to GEO of an

initially elliptic, inclined orbit, the normal mechanics of the chemical rocket delivery will place

the initial apogee and perigee at the equatorial crossings. If launch is from the northern

hemisphere, perigee will be at the descending node, and apogee at the ascending node. This

means an initial condition o)(O) =;r for the low-thrust segment, and for a southern hemisphere

launch, C(o) =0.

This feature of the optimal steering laws can be seen analytically by examining the full

(unrestricted) 3D optimal steering laws (not derived in this thesis). However, it can also be seen

logically, that if one assumes the node and apsides are initially aligned and it is only a two-body

problem (no external forces to fight), then it would only waste fuel to rotate the argument of

perigee and the longitude of the ascending node. If these conditions hold, we can then conclude

d=0 and =0 , and these equations can be eliminated from restricted 3D analysis. This
de de

would then result in optimal steering laws that focus only on plane change, circularization, and

perigee raising. Earth oblateness effects (J2 and above) will modify this conclusion, but this

restricted 3D case will be valuable as a conceptual stepping-stone to the more general situation,
and will probably yield numerically accurate estimates of optimal velocity increments and

steering laws.

Utilizing these simplifications, the restricted 3D problem has been numerically implemented to

the point of obtaining full optimal trajectories by direct integration of the optimality differential

equations. The formulation used for this restricted 3D case is slightly different than the last
formulation of the 2D case, but it still reduces smoothly in the planar limit.
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2.2.1.2 Basic Governing Equations and Orbit-Averaging

We start with the basic variation of parameters formulation of the equations of motion (Battin,
pg. 489).

da de di
This provides equations for -, ,and--, which contain all the classical elements, as well as

dt dt dt
dQ do)

the true anomaly 9. As mentioned in the introduction, --- and remain zero in the restricted
dtdt

3D case. Within one orbit, the elements (a,e,i, ,o) vary by a negligible amount, while 9 goes

through the whole range (0,2;r). So, within one orbit, we accept the Keplerian relationship:

dO p 2 (28)
- 3 2 (1+ecos)

dt a3 -e)

as if the elements were truly frozen in time. We use (28) to eliminate time from the problem, by
dividing each element rate equation through by (28). The resulting set of equations is listed

below:

da 2a 2) (29)da 2af ( -e 2 ) +e2 +2ecosO

dO p (1+ecos9)2  cosficosa

(1 - e 2)sin 6 (30)
def9 )~l e2 2 2(e+cosO)cospJ+ (smp)5n~icoa (0

de = f V(6) a 21 _ 2)2 1( O )c8+-I+e coso sm6Cosa
dO "p (1+ecosO)2 1+e2 +2ecos0

di a2 (l -e2) 2 cos(9+o)s (31)
-= fq(9) sin a

dO p (1+ecos9) 3

Here a(9) is the angle of the thrust vector to the orbital plane, p6() is the in-plane angle of the

thrust to the velocity vector (positive outwards), and qp(9) is a thrust modulation factor, such that

f=f p() within each orbit. For much of the treatment here we will force <p = 1, but the factor is

introduced with a view to a more general treatment. Also, o = i in the restricted 3D case for a
northern hemisphere launch.

d Av
In addition, the cumulative "propulsive Av ", defined through = f , yields

dt

dAv a 3 ( -e 2 ) 3  q9) (32)

dO =0 p (1+ecosO)2
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We are now in a position to perform the orbit averaging of these equations. The following
integrals are defined:

C = p(6) 1+e 2 +2ecos cosp()cosa()d (33)
2r (1+e cos) 2

(1- ()2(e + cos0)cosp(9)+ (I-e 2 )Sin9 sin3(9) (34)
M = 2 () I+ecos cosa(0)dO

2 (1 e os0) 1+e 2 + 2ecos9

(1-e 2)2 2 cos(9+ CO) (35)

2r (1 + ecos 9)3

(again to = 7c for northern hemisphere launch)

(1 -e2)3/2 p()d9 (36)
V = 2 eCS 2

2r (1 + ecos9)

The parameter T models the on (e=1) and off (p=O) function of the engine. In particular, if the

thrust is kept constant, so that p =1, Eq. (36) can be integrated exactly to yield V=1. Of course,

the other integrals would still depend on the thrust angle profiles, which are yet to be specified.

For the restricted 3D case, it is assumed that the engine is left on during the entire transfer (p=l).

In terms of these integrals, the orbit-averaged long-term evolution equations are:

da 3  (37)
=2f 0 -- C

dt u

de) a (38)

dt p

K{)o ~ (39)

dAv _ 
(40)

dt )0

From here on, we will omit the brackets in the understanding that the derivatives no longer

contain intra-orbit variations, only those of a long-term nature.
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2.2.1.3 The Intra-Orbit Optimization

If at any point during the mission we had an idea of the (long-term) desired rates of adjustment
of the semi-major axis, eccentricity, and the inclination, the immediate task would be to schedule
the thrust angles a and p versus true anomaly within the next orbit. We are thus led to a first

dAV
level of optimization in which we seek to minimize the quantity under the constraints of

dt
da de di

imposed values of the quantities -, -ie, and d using Lagrange multipliers (A) to balance the
dt dt dt

effect of each constraint. The "control variables" we can manipulate to effect this optimization
are the two thrust angles a and p, plus the thrust modulation fraction qp; these quantities are
now to be regarded as adjustable functions of 6.

A cost function can be created by combining Lagrange multipliers (k), the constraints, and the
quantity to be minimized:

D dAv da de di

dt "dt edt dt

This can be simplified by substituting Eqs. (37) - (40) into the above and absorbing common
factors into the Lagrange multipliers (now denoted A) since their sign and value are arbitrary.

D = V - AaC+AeM+AiI (41)

Notice that if <p = 1, then V=1, so there is really no "Av optimization" inside an orbit, only a
proper relative apportioning of Ae, Aa, and Ai. It should also be noted that the solution of the 3D
case will simply to the 2D case if Ai = 0, even though the derivations are slightly different.

Using optimal control theory as a guide, we can redefine the cost function (41) in terms of a
Hamiltonian.

2zr

ci= fHdo (42)
0

2f( 2[ 1 A l1e2 +2ecos6
H = - ") - co s8 p(0)cos a(0) +

2rr(1 - e2V __;2 1_e2 (43)

2(e + cos 0)cosfp()+ (e)sin0sin p(0)
Ae 1+ecosO cosa(O)+A, cos(+ r) sina

e1+e 2 +2ecos9 I +ecos9

The derivatives of the Hamiltonian with respect to cx, P and <p will be zero.

(44)
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BH Aa 1+e 2 +2ecoss

aa 2  coslp(2)sina(9)-

(1-- e 2)sin 0 A"2(e + cos9)cos8 (9) + 1-eso sin 8(0)
Ae +e cos sin a() - A cos cosa =0

1+ e 2 +2 cos ' 1+ e cos

8H- Aa 1+e 2 +2ecos9
=/I a - 2  sin p()cos a(9) -

a18 l -e 2 Q( - e 2)sin 0 t N( 5
2(e + cos O)sinp(9)+ (e 2 )s09COSfp(O)

S1+ecos cosa()=0Ae 1+e 2 +2ecos9

8H H
-9 -(0

(46)

If thrust is not to be switched on or off (<p=1), then Eq (46) is not necessary.

observation is that <p(O) appears as a linear factor in H, so that = 0 implies H = 0.
(0

The first

Once p(0),

P(0) are specified, this can only occur at discrete 0 values which satisfy H(9) = 0. Any small
perturbation p(0) must be zero in between these values, but is arbitrary at them. This means
these points are the switching points where thrust discontinuities can take place. However, since
we are here insisting on p=1 throughout the orbit (constant thrust) we disregard this possibility
and concentrate on c(0), P(O) instead.

We can solve (44) and (45) for a and P respectively. For simplification, we define the following
combinations of parameters.

x -A a

y Ae

z Al

1+e 2 + 2 ecosO 2 (O
I+e 2ec + 2A, (e + cos 0)
1-e 2

1-e 2 )sin 0
1+ ecos0
cosO 1+e 2 +2ecos9

+ ecos1

(47)
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The in-plane thrust angle P is then found to be:

tanp = Y
x

or it can also be written as

The sign of P must be specifically checked
apply for the in-plane thrust angle P:

depending on the quadrant of 0. The following rules

1 (49)

For ;r 0 2;r , P is negative antisymmetric to the P values in the first half of the orbit.

The out-of-plane thrust angle a is:

tana =
x cos/p + y sin p

z
sin a = z

Qx2+y2+z2

4x2+y2
cosa =

x2 +y2 +2

or it can also be written as

(50)

Since the sign of a depends on the sign of P, there is no need to check the sign of a if one of the

equations in (50) is used. The values of a in the second half of the orbit (ir 9 2)r) are

symmetric with the a values in the first half of the orbit (0 0 irf).

These profiles depend parametrically upon the multipliers Aa, Ae, Ai, whose slow time evolution

is yet to be determined. We note in passing that these optimized functional forms for a and P
could be used for a direct search algorithm that would then search for the best X time profiles.

This is presumably more accurate than the linear superposition of sub-optimal 0 profiles, as in
the methods developed by Kluever-Oleson or Ilgen.
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If cos/p > 0 in 0 9 0 < r

Then 8 = sin -'(sinfp),

Else p = -r -sin - (sinfp)
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An important observation from (47) - (50) is that the angle sines and cosines are homogeneous
functions of degree zero of the parameters (Aa, Ae, Ai). This means that only the ratios of these

multipliers matter. For problems with some finite plane change, we will find that Ai never
crosses zero, and so we will use the two parameters

Ma = -e ; me = Ae (51)

Once the forms of a(), pl(9) are known (Eqs. (47)-(50)), the integrals C, M, I can be computed

for each choice of the A's and of the eccentricity. Thus, C, M, I= functions of (e, ma, me).

2.2.1.4 Calculation of the Integrals

Going back to Eqs. (33) to (36), we can see that the integrals C, M, and I are explicitly functions
of e, co, and of the profiles a(O) and p(0). Since the integrals in this derivation do not depend

explicitly on themselves, iteration is not needed for the computations, as was the case in the 2D
analysis in 2.1.1. (Note that the same derivation could have been done in the 2D case). The
integral calculation is straightforward:

(a) Specify e, i, ma, and me

(b) Calculate P and check its sign, then calculate cc
(c) Substitute all of above into C, M and I.
(d) Use any numerical quadrature formula to compute the integrals.

In the end, as the procedure implies, each integral ends up being a function of the variables e, i,
ma, and me.
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2.2.1.5 The Outer Optimization for the Restricted 3D Case

For a given engine and spacecraft mass, minimizing the fuel consumption also minimizes the
operating time, and so the total time T is not known a-priori. Since, in addition, time does not
appear explicitly in any of the equations, it is advantageous to change the dependent variable to
some monotonically varying dynamic quantity. For 3-D problems, there is no incentive to
reverse the direction of the orbital plane rotation, and so the inclination i is a suitable
independent variable.

We now tackle the problem of finding the optimal long-term variation with inclination of the
semi-major axis, eccentricity and the two corresponding multipliers.

Using inclination i as the independent slow variable, we first divide Eqs. (37),(38), and (40), by
Eq. (39):

da C (52)--2a-
di I

de M (53)
di I

dAV V (54)

di aI

and we then minimize

AV= f- -fdi (55)

subject to satisfaction of (52) and (53). When perturbing (55), the variations &, de,dma and one
will appear, the last three arising from the integrals V and I. However, ima and dome can be

dda dde
extracted from the perturbed forms of Eqs. (52)-(53), as linear functions of a&, de,- and -.

dt dt
The derivative terms which result in the integrand of (55) are handled through an integration by
parts, with the integrated terms vanishing. After this, the integrand for dAV is of the form
[---.]&+ [..]de, and we obtain the two optimality differential equations by equating the brackets
to zero:

d 1 p=V0-[FJ+ --1 V+F-I=0 (56)
di 2 a a (57)

d ( )+ -( 6VII iCI III (57)
- G+-- +F-+G MII=o

di a a a a &
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where

F= ; G - JcV (58)

JCM JCM

(V/I,M/I) . Ad(C/I,M/I) . d(C/,V/I) (59)
VM = ma Me) 'CM (ma e ) CV a e

As before, Eqs. (56), (57) must be expanded in order to isolate the derivatives of ma and me. The
results are

X dF
Qa Q

dmag _ ife (9e (60)
di JFG

Q F iX
Qe Q --dim _ &fa "&a, (61)

de JFG

where V C M cF (62)
" I I I a

C M iU JV/I iC/I Gii (63)
Q- +-F -G* I I& & C & &

_FG (F, G) (64)
c4MaoMe)

Equations (61) and (62) must be integrated from assumed initial values (at GEO) ma(i=O)=mao,

me(i=o)=meo, simultaneous by with Eqs. (52)-(54). The various partial derivatives , - -

are evaluated numerically using central differencing, while the integrations for C, I, M, V are
done using a trapezoidal scheme with 50 steps per half-orbit (symmetry allows the integrations to
go from 9 = 0 to 9 = rc only). No anomalies or singularities are encountered. For reference, one
full optimal 3D trajectory, with 100 time steps, is computed in about 1-2 sec. by a 1.4 GHz PC
computer, using standard Matlab code.
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2.2.1.6 Thrust Level, Mission Time and Spacecraft Mass

One of the consequences of the elimination of time from the formulation has been the
simultaneous elimination offo, the scale for thrust acceleration, and indirectly for the specific
power available. Thus, while the specific impulse c is assumed constant, the thrust F and the
power P may vary on the slow time scale without affecting our results so far. From the engine
power equation,

f = fq = - = 2_P (65)
m cm

and fo might vary (on the slow time scale) due to any combination of mass change m(t) and
power variations P(t). The simplest case occurs when P = const. as well as c. This implies a

constant thrust F- and flow rate rh = 27P The mass at any time is related to the
c c

remaining Av to be accomplished through the rocket equation

m =exp AvTOT -Av (66)

where AvTOT corresponds to the initial point of the trajectory. Since our optimization has yielded
Av(i), the mass m(i) corresponding to a particular inclination i can now be calculated. Following
this, the elapsed time for that same condition is simply

m 0 -m moc 2 AVTor-Av (67)

rh 277P(

and, once again t(i) results. In particular, the low-thrust total time T corresponds to
Av = 0:

moc 2  Avror (68)

which is, as expected, inversely proportional to the available specific power P/mo.
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2.2.2 3D Constant Thrust Results

The coding of the 3D restricted case has been accomplished and some results are shown below.
Figure 8 to Figure 11 are examples of optimized mission AV values for initial inclination of 0.1,
0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 radians, respectively. Similar plots can be automatically generated for other
initial inclinations, or a robust search routine can be used to zero in on selected initial conditions
(ii, ai, ei). It can be seen that at lower inclinations (i0. 1 initially), the 3D contour plot in Figure
8 is very similar to the 2D contour plot in Figure 5. Although the plots are generated in
completely different ways, the 3D results still converge to the 2D cases as initial inclination goes
to zero. It is of interest in Figure 11 that, for missions starting from low-energy highly inclined
orbits, the required AV is nearly independent of the initial eccentricity. In fact, for synchronous
or near-synchronous starting conditions (ai ~1), AV decreases with initial eccentricity. This
appears to be due to the fact that efficient plane change can be accomplished by out-of-plane
thrusting near the apogee of a highly eccentric orbit. This trend is reversed, however, for very
large eccentricities, where the circularization cost dominates over the plane change cost.

One feature of interest for missions with relatively large initial inclination is the possibility that
optimality will call for an initial increase of the eccentricity, so as to raise the apogee and thereby
reduce the fuel cost of the plane change. Figure 12 shows the evolution of the various parameters
for an optimum trajectory from i, = -0.7rad , ei = 0.23, ai/af= 0.18. The first half of the mission
(between is = - 0.7 rad and i = - 0.35 rad) is seen to feature an increase of e from 0.23 to 0.30; the
orbit is then circularized while the remaining inclination is removed. The intra-orbit optimal
profiles of the thrust angles are displayed in Figure 13 and Figure 14 for a few intermediate
times. The out-of-plane angle a(9) (Figure 13) is large positive (near 7r/2 rad) around perigee,
and large negative, although somewhat less, near apogee; it is to be recalled that these are also
the nodal points, so this is where the out-of-plane thrust component is most effective in rotating
the orbit. The in-plane angle P(0) (Figure 14) has a similar behavior to that seen for 2D orbits in
Figure 6 mostly forward thrusting initially (0.7 < i - 0.15 rad), but thrust reversals near perigee
the rest of the way.

Our work so far has produced complete solutions to the unconstrained EOR problems in either
two dimensions, or in three dimensions, if the initial line of apses is aligned with the line of
nodes, and no disturbances to these lines are included. The solutions include a rigorous
derivation of the intra-orbit variations of the thrust angles, and they are obtained through a robust
direct integration process, which is both fast and general enough to provide synoptic information
on the nature of the optimal solutions. We have also verified that the 3D results do reduce to the
2D case when the multiplier A i is set to zero. Further work is needed to (a) Provide a more
complete outer shell which will solve for transfers with specific initial conditions or easily create
contour graphs, (b) Code the general 3D algorithm, (c) Explore with a specialized orbit
propagator the constraint violations incurred by the unconstrained codes, and (d) Devise ways to
incorporate the important constraints into the optimization.
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Figure 9: Constant DV/vcf contours for medium low inclination transfers
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Figure 10: Constant DV/vcf contours for medium inclination transfers
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Figure 12: Example transfer starting at i, = -0.7rad , ei = 0.23, ai/af= 0.18
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2.3 Derivation of 2D Variable Thrust EP Orbit Raising

2.3.1 Analysis
2.3.1.1 Introduction

The effectiveness of thrust application varies with location within an elliptical orbit, and this
makes it plausible that a control strategy in which thrust is allowed to vary in magnitude within
each orbit will prove superior to one where thrust is kept constant. On the other hand, it seems
obvious that continuous use of maximum available power will always be advantageous. This
implies that specific impulse will be allowed to vary inversely with thrust, since

P =- F c (69)
2rq

at all times. In addition, if the object is to reduce eccentricity as well as increase energy, the
angle p between the thrust vector and the velocity vector will also vary in some optimal manner
within each orbit. And, of course, these variation laws will gradually change in time as the orbit
evolves under the applied low thrust.

If the thrust degree of freedom is introduced, the mission time T must be explicitly constrained,
because otherwise optimization would simply yield impulsive thrust applications at the best
points within each orbit, and, with power limited, these would be infmitesimally small impulse
bits, leading to an infinitely long mission. At the same time, the traditional measure of goodness

in orbit optimization, which is the velocity increment A V= J(F/ m)dt is no longer significant,

because it does not relate directly to fuel use when F varies with time. This follows from

dv dm
m = F =-ct-
dt dt

or AV c(t) dn(mo / m) (70)
dt

which does not integrate directly as in the case when c is constant. This means that minimum Av
might not imply minimum fuel use, and a more direct approach is required.

This alternative approach is provided by the relationship

m mo dm_ morh _ m(rh2c)

dt m2 dt m2  rhc n2

and since P =-rhc 2 and F = rh c
2t7
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d O
__m___ m~f 2  (71)

dt 2 iP

where f-F/m. Integrating,

I _ I f2dt (72)

mf

where the power and the efficiency have been assumed constant. For minimum fuel use

(mprop.= mo-mf), the integral in is to be minimized, consistent with the given initial and final
conditions and with the orbital dynamics. Notice that this has the effect of replacing a metric

fdt which is linear in f by one which is quadratic in f (72). It is known from optimization

theory that when an allowable control variable (f in this case) appears linearly in the cost
functional, the optimum trajectories will in general have an on-off character, with switch points
dictated by the optimization. Thus, the minimum Av formulation with "free" thrust and
constrained time will generate coasting periods, but, as noted, may not be mass optimal.

2.3.1.2 The Intra-Orbit Optimization

We start from the perturbation equations for the orbital elements a(t) and e(t) with the temporary
assumption that the argument of perigee will remain constant for the optimal trajectories (this
turns out to be true due to the symmetry of the thrust and thrust angle distributions within each
orbit). No plane change is considered.

It is easily shown that, after orbit-averaging the standard perturbation equations, one obtains the
"long-term", or secular rates

da 2f C (73)
dtp

d e f 
(74)

m) mof 2  (75)
- V2

dt 2q7P

where fo is some reference thrust acceleration (f f p(t)), to be identified later, and the

quantities C, M, V2 are given by
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S-e 2  l1+e2 +2ecosc (76)
C 2; (1+ e cosL) 2  .os,(t9)d9

-2 2(e+ cos)cosp()+ (Ie2)SnL9sinp(M ' T (3)- 1+) d 9ecos (77)
2rC (1+ecos9 ;1 +e2 +2ecos9(

2 2/
V e)_ r V 2  d3'9 (78)
2zf (Il+e cos,9)

The integrals C and M are in fact the same as in our previous constant-thrust analysis, while V2

replaces a similar quantity V arising from the previously used d(Av)/ dt equation.

Since the final time T is prescribed, it is in this case advantageous to retain time (t) as the

d(m0 / m)
independent variable. We now formulate the optimization problem as minimizing K ,

dt

subject to temporarily prescribed values of iand For this purpose, using Eqs. (73)-

(75), we introduce the augmented cost function

D = mf- 2 (V2 - AC - AM) (79)
21/P

where A,(t) and A, (t) are slowly varying Lagrange multipliers (non-dimensional). When small

variations 5fi(9), 5V(9) are introduced for 6 and V within each orbit, the integrals will vary by

SC, SM, 5V2, such that, for optimality

SV2 - AaSC - ASM =0 (80)

The variations SC, SM, SV2 can be explicitly calculated by varying the integrals in Eqs. (76)-
(78), while keeping the slowly varying quantities a and e constant (as well as 0, the dummy
variable of integration). The results can be grouped into a single integral equation of the form

1 I .- --]p(3)+[------]S.(())3 = 0
2z c

and for optimality, the coefficients of S/pand 9V must be zero for all 9. Equating to zero the
coefficient of 5,p leads, after rearrangement, to an expression for the thrust angle (3).
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(81)

Similarly, equating to zero the coefficient of &p yields an expression for the normalized thrust

acceleration o(9)

2

p=A, A" (+e 2 +2e cost) +F (1-e 2 sin39 2 (82)
(- 21+e2 +2 cos L 1+e cos9]

In these formulae, the eccentricity e and the Lagrange multipliers A aAe are slowly varying

functions of time, to be regarded as constants over one orbit.

The expressions for p(9) and (p(9) can now be substituted back into the definitions (76)-(78) to

calculate the integrals C, M and V2. The form of Eqs. (81) and (82) is such that substantial

simplifications occur when calculating o cospl, psin pand (P2 ; in particular all square roots

disappear. After some rearrangement, we obtain

C= 21 - e2AaIi(e)+(1 ejI 2 () (83)

22

M= (1-e 1e) AeI 4 (e) (84)

V2= (1- e) VIj(e)+4(1 -e2)aAeI 2 (e)+ 4(1-e A22e3(e)+(1 - e ) e I 4 (e)] (85)

where the integrals Ii to 14 are

1 1+e 2 +2e cos39 (86)
I =-id

r (1+e cos9)2

I= 1 e+cos 9 d,9 (87)

2 r (1 +ecos 3)2

13(e + c os 3)d 9 (88)
I3 = (1+ e cost9 (1+ e2 +2e cos9)

1 sin 2 39 d9 (89)
44 rr (1 +ecos3)4y(1+e 2 +2ecos39)
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These integrals are all calculable by standard (although tedious), analytical methods. The results
are

1

41-e2

If2 = 0

21 1

Iei1-e2

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)1 e2)7_1- 11- e 3)

I4 =(L 2)7124e2--

Substitution of(90)-(93) into (82)-(85) then yields,

1
C=-A

2"

5

4

(94)

(95)

(96)1 5 ( )A2
V2 =- A2 +-(1 e e4( 2

The simplicity of these results is to be
da de
-- and -e, are respectively proportional
dt dt

remarked. The C and M integrals, which control

to the multipliers A , Ae. While the V2 integral,

which controls d(" / T) and hence plays the role of a
dt

cost function for the long-term

optimization, is quadratic in the multipliers. In fact, it can be verified from (94)-(96) that

OV a
24T C

£BAa

'Vand 2 =M
oAe

(97)

Eq. (97), together with Eqs. (73) and (74), show that the multipliers actually play the
mathematical role of the generalized momentums associated with the generalized coordinates a
and e, in a Hamiltonian dynamics formulation, where the Hamiltonian is proportional to V2. This
is at the root of further simplifications which appear in the "long-term" , or "outer" optimization.
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2.3.1.3 The Long-Term Optimization

We now return to Eq. (75) and integrate from t = 0 to t = T, the prescribed final time.

(98)

m f
=1+ In mo, 2dt

This quantity is to be minimized by selection of the optimal a(t) and e(t), provided these

variables also satisfy Eqs. (73) and (74). In taking variations of (98), we note that V2 depends

explicitly on e, Aa and Ae (Eq. (91)); and so we must have

+ 2 Sa
o!Aa

(99)
+ A2 A t = 0

eA

Taking also variations of Eqs. (73) and (74)

d(a)- 2f0
dt 2a

d(&)

dt
faM I+

p 2 a M a

9Aa

+ t5'Ae
dA e 1]

Noting that

into (99):

IfVO2 e +
a

=0, these two equations can be solved for 3Aa, 6Ae and the result substituted

+ V2 / dA, 1 d&
+M AoWM/ dAe f. a dt

M 9a 8M oe t=o (100)
2 a

The terms containing d
dt

and can be integrated by parts, and since a and e are prescribed
dt

at both ends, the integrated parts will vanish. The rest can be reorganized into the form

d 189Va " Aa u
dt 2 iC/ Aa a)

d V2/IAe p
dt oM/OAe a

+3C f"V 2 /dAa
2 a XC/A

1V -A
+ Mfo02 e +

2 a M/e5AeJ

V2 +f" 6V2/AeM & dt=0
&i 0 JM/ 9Ae a

Using the explicit forms for C, M and V2 (Eqs.(94) -(96)), and imposing that both bracketed

terms in (101) be zero, yields finally the differential equations for Aa, Ae:
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1V W22Aa

2 Xi /Aa [1

a3 dt
-3C 9

a

(101)
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dAa 5f a(1 2 2

dt 4

dAj a A + 5A
dt p 2 (A+2 e

These are to be solved together with the equations for a and e. The latter are Eqs. (73) and (74),
which using the explicit C and M formulae become

(104)da a

dt Jp

(105)de 5 a
S =fo

di' 4 ,

The starting values of a and e (ai, e1) as well as their final values (aG, eG) are
constitute the four boundary conditions for the system. ((102)-(105))

prescribed, and

2.3.1.4 Integration of the Differential Equations

The form of Eqs. (102) - (105) suggest elimination of the variables t and a by
the equations by Eq. (102):

dna _4 Aa
de 5 (1- e)&,

dAaA
= -A

de

dAe 1 (2 A + eA
de 1 - e 25 ae

and, in fact, the pair (107) and (108) is decoupled from (106). An equation for
obtained by differentiating (107) and substituting from (108):

d 2 Aa 1 e2 Aa

de2 _-2 (5

dividing each of

(106)

(107)

(108)

Aa alone can be

dA
-e =0

de)

Multiply times 2(1 - e2 and rearrange:
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2 d2A a dA 2dA 2 4 dA
2(- )"2e da +-Aa a 0

de2  de de 5 de

d dAa )2 2 d(A2
1e -e + --- a)= 0

de de 5 de

Therefore a first integral of the system of equations is

A2 + (1 e2 )A = 4V2 = const. (109)

It was pointed out that V2 played the role of the Hamiltonian (total energy) in this problem, and
Eq. (109) can therefore be viewed as an "energy conservation" statement in a generalized sense.

One immediate consequence of this result is that the mass evolution equation (Eq. (75))
integrates directly:

m(t) 1 (110)

mo 1 + m2f72 V2 t
2rqP

Of course, determining the value of V2 must await incorporation of the particular initial and final
conditions of the problem. To this end, we can solve for A, from (109), using the (-) sign in the
square root, because we are interested in a decreasing eccentricity (see Eq. (105)):

5Ae =- 42- ,A~

(1- e2)
2

Substitution of (111) into (107) yields a separable first order differential equation for A a:

dAa de (112)

r V2- F 2)

The solution is easily found. Imposing A (e = o) = A,
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Aa = Aao cos( .4 sin-1' e

2 52
Noting that 4V-A =-- A2 (from

2

6 = 5 sin - e

+ 4 V2 -A sin sinA e (113)

(111)), and introducing the notation

(114)

we can write

(115)
A a = A ao cos(e)- FAeo sin(e)

5

One differentiation then yields Ae:

(116)

The variation of the semi major axis with eccentricity follows from (106) and (108):

dina 4 Aa

de 5 (1- e 2 )

2 (dA,

Ae de

e 2A

1 2 Ae)
2n dfn(1 - e

de de

(117)

ag eo

or, from (116),

(118)2

a = cos(s)+ A"" sin(s)]
aG 5 Ae

In the above, aG = a(e = 0), i.e., at the Geo-synchronous and condition.

It remains only to refer all of these variables to time, by solving Eq. (105) for t(e). This can be
re-written as

dt = de

54f0 a( 1 2
4 eL A
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or from (116) and (118), and in terms

dt =
4 UG

5 fo Aeo 2
cose+ 

5

of 6 = sin - e

5 d-,
2

where VG =

T at c =0 yields

is the orbital velocity in GEO. Integration of (119) with the end condition t =

(120)

T-t = 2VG
foAa

_1]

The GEO values (Aao, Aeo) of the multiplier follow from (118) and (120) by imposing a = a

and e= ej at t = 0. The results are

(121)

(122)

a,

A =2vG G

"" fT

Ae, 
2vG 2sin e,
f 0 T 5 a l

aG

The V2 integral can now be evaluated explicitly in terms of initial conditions. Since V2 = const.,
we do the calculation (using (96)) at e = 0, where the A' s are given by
simplification, we find

(121) and (122). After

(123)
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AA sin e
Ae

(119)

V2 UG I~aG G Cos

(fT a, aI
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From Eqs. (71) and (75), we can see that f ' 2  is in fact (f2 ), i.e., the orbit average of the

squared thrust/mass ratio. Since we have found this quantity to remain constant over the mission,
it is useful to define a "RMS velocity increment" for the mission as:

Av~5 ~T f2)f V2 (124)AV RMS f

Using (123), then,

A vRM GV G - G c os(12 
5)

a aI

In terms of this AV, the mass evolution (from (110)) is now

m(t) _ 1 (126)

m" 1+ mAvMS (t
217PT T)

and, in particular, the final mass is

mf mp + m, 1 (127)

m m 1 +MO

2q P T

Here ms is the portion of the final mass which can be attributed to the propulsion system, the
rest being regarded as "payload". It is understood that this "payload" may in fact include the
bulk of the power system, and that only the extra devices needed for propulsion (such as the
Power Processor Unit and the thrusters themselves) are to be included in mps.

2.3.1.5 Selection of the Power Level

It is to be noted that the power level is to this point an arbitrary externally supplied constant. This
is often the case in practice, as the power system is not designed primarily for the propulsion
task, but rather for the primary mission of the spacecraft. If P, T and AvRMS are all prescribed, so

P F
is the RMS accelerations AvRMS/T, and from - = F c / 2r, so will be the orbit-averaged specific

m m
impulse. No further optimization is required in this case. If, on the other hand, the size of the
installed power system can be varied to suit the propulsion task, the well-known trade off
between fuel mass and power system mass will lead to an optimum power level, and hence an
optimum specific impulse level. The difference in our problem is that the specific impulse will
have additional intra-orbit variations as thrust is modulated according to Eq. (82), and these
modulations are, in relative terms, independent of the general level determined by the choice of
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power. It will also turn out that, because of the long-term variation of the mass, even the
optimized specific impulse level will evolve over time as well.

Without loss of generality, we will from here characterize the power level through the mass mps
of the propulsion-related power system. The ratio

(128)
a =P

P

is a function of technology level, and will be regarded as a constant. Values in the range 0.0 1-0.1
Kg/w are reasonable.

In the classical analysis of Stuhlinger (Stuhlinger, pg 76), and in the EP optimization literature, a
prominent role is played by the so-called "characteristic velocity", defined as

(129)
Och = a

which can be interpreted as that velocity to which mps could be accelerated by the power P
operating with efficiency q during a time T. For our purposes, Uch (or Uch / VG) can be viewed as
a specification of T, the mission duration, although it is more general, in that it also accounts for
the specific mass ax of the power/propulsion system.

We can now return to Eq. (127) and write the payload mass fraction as

mpay 1m, (130)

o mr AvRs2 mo
1+

MPS ( ch

This is optimized with respect to the trajectory, but with the power prescribed. If the power level
is free, we can further optimize npay/mo with respect to mps/m,. By differentiation, we find the
optimum choice to be

(131)
mPT Avs (, _A

MO OPT . Vch Vch/

and if this is substituted back into (130),

(132)

m La 
( Av, s s 2

MO )OPT Uch
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m m +m
The end-of-burn mass fraction is -P-= p"' Ps , so

SAvRMS(133)

CO )OPT Vch

and the propellant fraction is therefore

m ppRMS (134)
O )OPT Uch

These very simple expressions are identical to those obtained in Stuhlinger (Stuhlinger, pg 104)

for pure spiraling; the only difference being that AvRMS reduces in that case to the usual

Av = fdt. It is noteworthy (and unexpected) that the same results are recovered in our much

more complex situation.

2.3.1.6 Variations of Thrust and Specific Impulse

We now return to the issue of specific impulse variation "in the large", i.e., not including the

intra-orbit modulations. Starting from c 2 = 2qP / rh and rh = -dm/ dt, we use Eq. (126) for the

mass to obtain

2 2qP m+ mAv rs 27 P T 2
c = 1 I+.0V

mo 21 P T T m)J o RMS

where the overbar on J is a reminder that this is some form of orbit-averaged specific impulse.
1

The specific form follows from c -. Since the mean value of the thrust squared is involved,
f

the correct definition for c is

c= 1/(1/c2) (135)

In non-dimensional form,

(136)
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This shows the mean specific impulse increasing linearly in time. The result is particularly
simple when the power is also optimized, as in (131):

(137)
VChI OP =- IAvRMS _I _ 
Vch /)OPT POWER Vch T

In this case the optimum F starts at och - AvRMS and then increases linearly to 2 = vch at the end

of the mission. Once again, these results are formally identical to those for pure spiraling.

The variations of specific impulse inside the orbit are due to those of the thrust instead of those

of the mass. Therefore,

is as given by (72). The
(137)), with the result

a more appropriate starting point is P = Fc/2rj, or c = -, where <p
M f p,

long-term variation can be normalized out by dividing through by F (Eq.

I l +e 2 +2ecos3
-- r . - ,2 (138)

where

(139)

2>

It can be verified by direct calculation that

according to

=1, where the time average is performed

(140)
(- e 2 3/ x(9)d9

2x)= sf 2

2 Ir "(1 + ecos 3)

To complete this discussion, we recall that the RMS average (thrust/mass) ratio f is a constant,

and so

2rqP 1 (141)
m(t) f
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Aa 5/2 a1
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which is equivalent to Eq. (136). In addition, the intra-orbit variations are related simply as

f(9) c (142)

f c(O)

2.3.1.7 Explicit Long-Term Variations with Time

Most quantities have so far been related to eccentricity, including time, as given by Eq.
(120). It is useful to eliminate the intermediate dependency and express the variables directly
as functions of time. First, the quantities A ao and Ae in (120) can be expressed in terms of

initial conditions, using (121) and (122). The result for time is then

t sin(e, - e)

T sin(s, - C)+ sin (143)
aG

or, solving for e - sin-' e,

tan g
tan e ='

aI aG t (144)

cose, T -t

Substituting this into Eq. (50), and simplifying, we obtain for the semi-major axis

I a(145)
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2.3.2 Results and Comparison to Constant-Thrust Optimization

We use for a limited comparison an example with ai = 0.5 aG, e= 0.5 and Vh = 50G. The latter

can be regarded as a specification of mission time; assuming a = 0.012Kg! w and q=0.5, and

using VG = 3071 m /s, Eq. (129) yields T = 2.83 x 10 s = 32.7 days. For best calibration, we

assume that the power level is optimized as well, so that Eqs. (131) - (134) and Eq. (137) apply.
We then calculate

AvRs - 0.1141 (Avs =1752 m/s)
Vch

m m P
and -y= 0.7849 ; - =0.1011 (or - = 8.43w /kg

mp"p = 0.1147

J(t=o)=13,600m/s ; (t=T)=15,360m/s

For comparison, the computer codes which implement the optimization with constant thrust were
applied to the same ai and ei; after some interpolation, this yields

CAv
= 0.6234, or Av =1914m /s

tG )const. F

The power optimization (or specific impulse optimization) requires in this case an additional
calculation. Using the standard rocket equation, it can be shown that when c is constant,

m cay 2 C (146)
=( 1+-2 e 2 -

Ino och) tch

The optimum value of c can be obtained by differentiation of (146). An approximate solution is

1 A)_ 2 (147)

Vch 2 och 2 4 [ch

Av 0.6234
For this example, with - =0.12468, we calculate

Vch 5

= 0.93700, orcOPT.= 14,390m /s
Vch
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and back-substituting into (78) yields

Ma" = 0.7660

Other results follow easily:

= 0. 1094 ; " = 0. 1246

Table 1 below summarizes this comparison.

Table 1: Comparison between variable and constant thrust optimizations
Optimized Variable Constant Thrust Variable Thrust Percentage change

(Variable-Constant)
c 14,390 m/s 13,600 - 15,360 m/s -

mpay/mo 0.7660 0.7849 +2.5%
mps/m. 0.1094 0.1011 -7.6%

mprop/mo 0.1246 0.1147 -8.4%

The long-term profiles of various quantities for this mission are plotted in Figure 15 and Figure
16. Figure 17 shows intra-orbit profiles of specific impulse, thrust angle (P) and of thrust

(normalized as (ff/ VCh)). Regarding [(9), the important observation is the absence of any

thrust reversal in the perigee region. These reversals are a prominent feature of the constant-
thrust optimal solution, and are required in order to keep the final apogee from exceeding the
target orbit radius (aG); although some intermediate apogee overshoot is typically present. In our
case, p remains quite small throughout, which implies an efficient use of the propulsive force.
The apogee control function is now taken over by the throttle, as the lower panel in Figure 17
shows: Thrust is strongly reduced (and specific impulse correspondingly increased) near
perigee, especially towards the end of the mission, which is when thrust reversals are strongest if
thrust is not modulated. At t/T=1, the normalized specific impulse (cI vch) varies from 3.6 at

perigee (c=55,300 m/s) to about 0.95 at apogee (c ~14,700m/s) a throttling ratio of 1/3.8. In
terms of thrust, this ratio may be realistically approached by Hall thrusters, but the constant-
efficiency approximation would then not be accurate enough (lower efficiency at deep throttle
conditions).
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Eccentrcity, Semi-major Axis and Mass Ratio, vs. time
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Figure 15: Long-term variation of the mass, semi-major axis and eccentricity
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2.3.3 2D Variable Thrust Conclusions
The results of the analysis validate the concept of improving performance by intra-orbit thrust
modulations. The magnitude of the payload gain is only moderate, and it is to be expected that it
will be insignificant for less ambitious missions than the one in 2.3.2, particularly when less
circularization is involved. On the other hand, several advantages of the throttling strategy can be
quoted:

a) The results are all expressible as closed-form exact formulae, which allows very rapid and
general visualization of trends and effects.

b) Many of these formulae can be used with some confidence even for constant-thrust cases. In
particular, the calculated optimum mass ratios are a good approximation for that case, and the
optimal RMS specific impulse of the variable-thrust case averages over the mission to nearly
the same as the single optimal specific impulse of the constant-thrust case.

c) The thrust orientation profiles are much smoother than with constant thrust, with no reversals
near perigee. This may in itself be advantageous in avoiding some attitudes where constraints
may play a role.

d) From a theoretical viewpoint, the long-term variations appear to take a universal form which
may be generalizable to more complex cases, like those involving plane changes. There are
hints to this in the Hamiltonian nature of the outer problem, and more work on this is
definitely desirable.
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2.4 Derivation of 3D Variable Thrust EP Orbit Raising

2.4.1 Analysis
2.4. 1. Introduction

The 3D variable thrust derivation can be directly extended from the 2D variable thrust analysis.
The same techniques and methods are applied to the 3D variable thrust case, so this analysis will
briefly cover the differences between the two. As with the 3D constant thrust case, this analysis
also assumes two-body orbital mechanics, orbit averaging, and that the argument of perigee (a)
and longitude of the ascending node (0i) do not change over the transfer or within the orbit. We
are again able to achieve a completely analytic solution that is slightly more efficient than the
constant thrust version. This derivation is very useful for quickly fmding the upper bounds of
performance for 3D transfers, and can be used as a first cut approximation to the constant thrust
case.
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2.4.1.2 Intra-Orbit Optimization

The traditional measure of goodness in orbit optimization, which is the velocity increment

A V= f(F/m)dt, is no longer significant because it does not relate directly to fuel use when

specific impulse (c) varies with time. Instead we minimize the fuel fraction mj/m. We start with
the perturbation equations for a, e, and i, as well as the rate of change of the mass fraction m/m.

(148)
d o 2

S ofo V
dt 2rP 2
M /

da =

dtM

( d= fo M

(149)

(150)

(151)
d-)=fo -I

where fo is some reference thrust acceleration (f - fo(t))
quantities C, MI and V2 are given by

3/2

v 1e2 2ff (O2d3
2 2 +(1+ecos9)2

C=Ie2 2r 1+e 2 +2ecosi9cosacosp&d
21 (1+ecos9)2

2 2(e+cos)cos(+ 1  sinpJ
M -1 ±P s 1+e +2cos 9

2ir (1 +e cos 9)2 1+e2 +2e cosd

, to be identified later, and the

(152)

(153)

(154)
cos a cos d9

I= e2 _ 2 2fr (-cos9) sinad39

2ff ~(1+ecos39)
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These equations are very similar to the 2D variable thrust case, except for the addition of the
equation for di/dt (151), the corresponding I integral (155), and the cosa term in the C and M
integrals ((153) and (154)).

We now formulate the optimization problem as minimizing K dt /m) , subject to temporarily

prescribed values of \dtl
Kde)
dtI

and .
\dt/

For this purpose, using Eqs. (148) - (151), we

minimize the augmented cost function

m V2
CD 2 2 aC -AeM

(156)

with respect to the variations 5 a(9 8 #(9 S (p(9). Using a similar method as the 2D variable

thrust case, we can find the out-of-plane thrust angle (a?), the in-plane thrust angle (P), and thrust
modulation (<p), all with respect to the true anomaly (0).

tana S

VR24g2

tan p=

2+S2+Q2
(0 VR2P

(157)

(158)

(159)

where R,S,P and Q are defined as

3
R=-Ae1-e2

(160)sin 9

(1+ecos93 1+e 2 +2ecos9

S=A. 1-e)2 cos 9

(1+ecos49

(1+e2 
3/2

(1+ ecos9

(1 -e2( 1+e2+2ecos9-
(163)

Ae -e2 2(e +cos9)

(1+ecos392 1+e 2 +2ecos9
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Using the profiles of ca, P, and <p, all integrations for C, M, I, and V2
analytically and give the resulting equations.

C 1 A
C Aa

M=51-e2]Ae

I 1+4e2

41-e 2)i

V2 =I Aa +5 1V4 a 8( e2A 11+e A

can be performed

(164)

(165)

(166)

(167)

2.4.1.3 The Long Term Optimization

For the long term optimization, we want to minimize

T 217 P In0fV dt _
2no mf2,M

(168)
_l

where V2 = 2(e, A, A , A,), so taking variations of (168) gives

r[SV

f 2 B~e
0- _ e + Aa a

SV+ aA2 M
Ae

(169)
(SV

+ 2 aA t=0
BAI

The SA's are related to the Sa, Se, and 61 variations through the (averaged) variation of
parameters equations:

d(3a) ' a
= f , A , -

dt p2 a

(170)

Aa

d(Se)
dt

d(i)

dt

(171)- 2a 51( 2e 3A
f(1 -e2)A SeA

4 "( 2 a 1 -e 2 &+ Ae

f l1+4e2 1 9a

" p4(1-e2) 2 a
+(8e+ 4 +
K1+42

2e + A,
- e + t

(172)
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We next solve for the 6A's, substitute them into the integral (169), and integrate the da, etc,
dt'

terms by parts. Then we set the coefficients of 6a, 8e, and 8i to zero separately.
the Euler-Lagrange equations for this outer optimization problem:

The results are

2 1+ 4e2
-e2 2e -- 2Ai)e 4(1 - e 2)f5

fo 4(1

a[Ae CAa + -eAe
p_2 a 2 *

1+4e2  8e 2e 2
+ A i

8(1-e 2 ) 1+4e2 _-e2 j

A, A,0= const. =
ahe VG

where vG(the orbital speed in GEO)
aG

These equations above are to be solved together with the perturbation equations
and i ((149)-(15 1)) that now include the solutions for C, M and I((164)-(166)).

da a
- fo A

dt p a

de= 5fo (-e2)A
dt 4 1

di a 1+4e A
- fo

dt P 4(1-e 2 ) 1

These equations are to be solved using the boundary conditions:

a(t=O) =ai;
a(t=T)=0;

i(t=O) =ii

i (t =T)= 0
e(t=0) =e;
e(t=T)=0;

below for a, e,

(176)

(177)

(178)

(179)
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2.4.1.4 Integration of the Differential Equations

In the same manner as the 2D variable thrust derivation, we can solve the system of differential
equations previously described. From (175) we find directly

A.0 a (180)
A = -

VG Cl

Also by direct calculation, V2 is found to be constant. Evaluating V2 at t=0 gives

A2

V a +5A +1 A22 4 8 eo 8g io
(181)

Then the mass equation (148) integrates directly to

(182)

The semimajor axis ratio can then be found

a 4V2 - A'a
aG 4V2 - A 2aG 2 o

Writing (183) in terms of eccentricity leads to

(183)

(184)

where we define

and

(185)1+ A2

s= 1+2 sin-'e 1+A2

10

Aa A.
e <0 e =__

0oAeo1 A e
(186)
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and we can find the initial A values by

A -2vG cose.- a /aG.
aofT a/a

imposing = g. at t = 0, so that

(187)

(188)

If, in particular, we set a=ai and s=ci in Eq. (184), then a relationship results between kio and
Xao:

a' -cosg6

2 _ aG
5+21 sin Ei

(189)

From the equation for de/dt (150), we can find the equation that describes the instantaneous time
(t) of the transfer (where T is the total prescribed transfer time).

2v
T-t= G

foAao

f N

1 -

1-

(190)

Integrating the ratio of Eqs (178) and (177) for inclination gives

(191)

or in terms of eccentricity (e), this becomes

(192)
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Imposing i = ii when e = e, gives the equation for kjo

(193)

i.=cot-,
10

From here, Eq (189) gives Xao, and other quantities like ci (185), etc, follow easily.
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2.4.1.5 Power and Mass

As with the 2D variable thrust case, the propulsion system power level can be specified two
ways (see 2.3.1.5). It can be an arbitrary externally supplied constant, as when the power system
is not designed primarily for the propulsion task, but rather for the primary mission of the
spacecraft. Alternatively, the size of the installed power system can be varied to suit the
propulsion task, the well-known trade off between fuel mass and power system mass will lead to
an optimum power level, and hence an optimum specific impulse level. For this case the specific
impulse will have additional intra-orbit variations as thrust is modulated according to Eq. (159),
and these modulations are, in relative terms, independent of the general level determined by the
choice of power. It will also turn out that, because of the long-term variation of the mass, even
the optimized specific impulse level will evolve over time as well.

When the power level is an arbitrary externally supplied constant, the payload mass fraction
becomes:

1npay _ 1s (194)

MO + oino RMS 2 nM

np och,

where we define

MP =aP

och a

Av =T f 2 - which can be calculated explicitly asARImsr 2) = f0 TJV2

-aG a (195)
AvRMSG 2 acosI

If the power system size and mass are free to be optimized as well, then differentiating with
respect to 'nps , we obtain the following results

MO
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And the mean specific impulse C = 1/K1/c2 o

Ips ARMS 1- RMS
n 0 OPT Vch och )

inpa AvRMS 2

mO )OPT Ach S

i nprop AVRMS

mo }OPT och

varies in general as

C _mPS vc m AvRMS 2_
h A v R + m p ( h ) 2

Vch m0 AvM [ P m ch

And if power is selected optimally, the mean specific impulse is

Av t=1 - vRMS(
Vch Vch T

In particular,

and

30, =chRMS at
cop, =Vch -Av
co, =Vch att =T
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2.4.2 Results and Conclusions
As an example to compare to the 3D constant thrust case, we assume

ai/ao = 0.4 ii = -0.205rad = -11.75*

Solving the equation for Xio numerically gives Xio =-1.1585, and then

Ei= 0.4056rad Avams/vG= 0.77087

For comparison, optimizing with constant thrust for the same initial conditions gives

Avms/vG 0.83

But we should compare by mass. Assuming optimal power is chosen, and a mission such that
Vch/vG = 5 (Avpms/vG = 0.15417), then we get the following results:

Table 2: Comparison of 3D variable and constant thrust missions

Variable Thrust mpay = 0.71542 U = 0.92292
m0  \ch /

Constant Thrust mpay = 0.69518 = 0.91585
mo Vch

We can see from the results that the variable thrust payload mass fraction is 2.9% more than
with constant thrust.

This variable thrust analysis provides a complete analytical optimization tool for 3D orbits
(restricted case). The results imply variable thrust and Isp within each orbit, and may require
unrealistic throttling. However, they provide upper bounds for performance. The theory also
ignores efficiency variations with specific impulse. Including that greatly complicates the
algebra. There is a small performance increase compared to constant-thrust cases (except when
AVams is large, comparable to vch). This means simple formulae can be used for the first cut
optimization.
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3 Optimization Software Development and Description

3.1 2D MITEOR Optimization Software

The 2D MITEOR (MIT Electric Orbit Raising) optimization software was developed in Matlab
to solve the 2D constant thrust transfers described in Section 2.1. It can be used to either
optimize a single transfer for given initial conditions or optimize multiple transfers to be viewed
at one time. The basic algorithm used is a Runge-Kutta (low order, ode23) routine that solves
the system of differential equations (18), (19), and (27) starting at the known boundary condition
of GEO and working backwards to the initial conditions of the transfer. The partial derivatives
in (27) are solved using a custom finite difference routine. The optimization outputs semimajor
axis (as non-dimensional a/afinal), velocity increment Av (as non-dimensional Av/vef; where vcf is
the circular final velocity), and Lagrange multiplier A, for the given range of eccentricity values
(the independent parameter). The thrust angle P for any orbit can then be found given the
appropriate combination of eccentricity and the Lagrange multiplier values.

The software is made up of six different files that are named miteor2D.m, main2D.m,
main2Dall.m, paths2D.m, CandM2D.m, and angle2D.m. The optimization is run by simply
typing miteor2D at the command prompt (assuming the current path is set to the folder that
contains all six files). If a single transfer for specific initial conditions is to be run, then the code
follows the structure in the flowchart of Figure 18. Alternatively, if multiple transfers need to be
compared, the structure of the code follows the flowchart in Figure 19. The miteor2D.m file
controls the overall optimization process, and contains a text-based user interface, an algorithm
for solving for initial conditions, outputs raw solution data, and creates a series of graphs. The
main2D.m file is used only for optimizing transfers with specified initial conditions. It sets up
and runs the Runge-Kutta (ode23) routine, and is called repeatedly by miteor2D until it outputs
the transfer whose initial conditions match those requested by the user. The main3Dall.m file is
used to create a whole family of transfers to be viewed all at once. It is called only once by
miteor2D, but iterates internally to create a series of slightly different transfers over the given
range of eccentricity values. It also creates a series of graphs that are useful for seeing general
trends between different transfers. The paths2D.m file is used by the Runge-Kutta routine
(ode23) to calculate the value of the derivatives in Equations (18), (19), and (27) and also
contains custom finite difference code to calculate the partial derivatives found in Equation (27).
The CandM2D. m file uses a simple iteration routine to calculate the integrals C (15) and M (16)
as well as the thrust angle P (22), since they all rely on each other. The angle2D.m file is almost
identical to the CandM2D.m file, but is run after the optimization to solve for the thrust angle
values.
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NO

Figure 18: Flowchart for MITEOR 2D, solving for transfer of specific initial conditions
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NO

Figure 19: Flowchart for MITEOR 2D, solving for multiple transfers at once
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3.1.1 2D MITEOR Code Description
3.1.1.1 Miteor2D.m

The miteor2D. m file controls the overall optimization process and is used to run the 2D
MITEOR software (type miteor2D at the command prompt in Matlab). The first part of the code
contains a text-based user interface, which first asks the user if they want to optimize one
transfer for specific initial conditions or run multiple transfers to be viewed all at once.

If the user chooses to run multiple transfers, then the interface gathers information on the range
of eccentricity values to optimize over. It then passes the eccentricity values to main2Dall.m,
which then optimizes and graphs several transfers (see 3.1.1.3 for more details) and ends the
program.

If the user chooses to optimize one transfer for specific initial conditions, then the interface
collects data from the user on eccentricity ranges and initial semimajor axis ratio, and asks the
user to choose between two routines for solving for the initial conditions of the transfer. The
choices for the routines are fminbnd and fzero. The fminbnd routine minimizes the difference
between the requested initial a/af value and the calculated a/af value over a fixed interval of A
values. It is recommended over thefzero routine, since it is much faster, but is not often present
on most Matlab 5 installations (comes default with Matlab 6). The fzero routine works by
minimizes the same semimajor axis difference by finding where this difference changes sign.

After the user interface has finished, a few parameters are initialized, and then either fminbnd or
fzero is run. Both routines call main2D.m (see 3.1.1.2), which optimizes one transfer for the
value of A at GEO that is passed to it. It should be noted that all transfers are solved backwards,
starting at the known boundary condition of GEO, and working backwards to some initial
starting condition of the transfer. Therefore, within the code, the "initial" values that must be
used to solve the differential equations are physically the final conditions at GEO.

The data from the resulting optimized transfer found from the search routines is then displayed
and graphed. Graphs of A, a/af, and Av/vcf versus eccentricity are displayed with the option of
overlaying the radius of apogee and perigee. If desired, the thrust angle p is then calculated
using angle2D.m (see 3.1.1.6) and plotted versus the argument of perigee 0 for all values of
eccentricity. The values of P are stored in the matrix betam, where the columns of betam
correspond to the rows or the espan vector, and the rows of betam correspond to the rows of the
theta vector (true anomaly).
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3.1.1.2 Main2D.m

The main2D.m file is used only for optimizing transfers with specified initial conditions. It sets
up and runs the Runge-Kutta (ode23) routine that solves the system of differential equations
(18), (19), and (27) starting at the known boundary condition of GEO and working backwards to
the initial conditions of the transfer. It is called repeatedly by miteor2D until it outputs the
transfer whose initial conditions match those requested by the user.

To solve three differential equations at once, the starting values (at GEO physically) of the
variables A, a/af, and Av/vcfmust be placed into one vector, which is called YvO. The first entry
of YvO (or Yv0(1)) is where the initial guess for A is stored. The second entry of YvO (YvO(2)),
corresponds to value of a/af at GEO, which should be 1. The third entry of YvO (YvO(3)),
corresponds to the value of Av/vcf at GEO, which should be 0. Similarly, after running ode23,
the solutions are in the form of the matrix Yv, the columns correspond to A, a/af, and Av/vcf, and
the rows correspond to the entries in the espan vector.

The ode23 function calculates the values of the differential equations (18), (19), and (27) using
paths2D.m, which also solves the partial derivatives in (27). After ode23 completes, the
difference between a/af requested by the user and a/af calculated is returned, which is used by
fminbnd orfzero to find the requested transfer.

3.1.1.3 Main2Dall.m

The main2Dall.m function is used to create a whole family of transfers to be viewed all at once.
The process at the heart of main2Dall is very similar to main2D, except it is called only once by
miteor2D, and has the addition of an internal loop through different transfers (indexed by k) and
the production of colored and labeled composite graphs of all the transfers.

The starting guess at A (physically at GEO), is determined by the k index in a way that evenly
distributes the starting values of A from zero to < -1. The code then proceeds similarly to
main2D, using ode23 to solve each transfer. The transfer data for A, a/af, and Av/vcf are then
compositely added to graphs versus eccentricity. A text label of the k index is added next to each
curve and the colors of the curves are rotated in order to better identify transfer data between
graphs.

Finally, after all transfers have been run, a special contour plot is created of a/af versus e for
constant values of Av/vcf The tricky algorithm for this plot is basically an interpolation between
the composite graph of Av/vcf versus e and the composite graph of a/af versus e. Basically, the
algorithm loops through constant values of Av/vcf to create each contour, and for each contour,
loops through the values in the eccentricity vector (espan). The algorithm interpolates the k
index value of the transfer at the current e whose Av/vcf is equal to the current constant Av/vcfof
the outer loop. Then it interpolates the value of a/af at the current e of the transfer whose index
is the k value previously interpolated. The interpolation routine used is the built-in Matlab
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routine interp1. The result is a very useful graph of a/af versus e for constant values of Av/vcf,
which has been used for mission analysis studies by Space Systems/Loral.

3.1.1.4 Paths2D.m

The paths2D.m file is used by the Runge-Kutta routine (ode23) to calculate the value of the
derivatives in Equations (18), (19), and (27) and also mostly contains custom finite difference
code to calculate the partial derivatives found in Equation (27).

The code first extracts the current values of A, a/af, and Av/vcf from the Y vector and the current
e, which are all passed to it by the ode23 routine. Then the code calculates the following partial
derivatives that are found in Equation (27) and (26):

d(V /M)

OF and OF where F = A
i 9A d(C /M)

62A

The finite difference routine makes small adjustments (±0.001) to the parameters A and e, and
then calculates the integrals C and M using the function CandM2D.m (remember V=1). A
central differences technique is then used with varied integral values to find the partial
derivatives shown above. Once the partial derivative values are known, they are substituted into
Equations (18), (19), and (27) to calculate the value of these derivatives, which are then passed
back to ode23.

3.1.1.5 CandM2D.m

The CandM2D.m function uses a simple iteration routine along with the trapezoidal method to
calculate the integrals C (15) and M (16) as well as the thrust angle P (22), since they all rely
implicitly on each other.

The code takes in a current value of e and A, makes a guess at the initial values of the C and M
integrals, and then sets up the calculation of the integrals. Since the C and M integrals depend on
0, a vector of 0 values is created for half the orbit (since P turns out to be anti-symmetric, no
need to calculate second half of orbit), and this is used to calculate the components of C and M.
These components are then combined together inside the iteration, where P is then calculated
from (22) and then used with the trapezoidal method to calculate the integrals. The error in the
integrals just calculated and the initial guess is found, the guess is then updated to the current
integral values, and the iteration continues until the error is approximately zero.
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3.1.1.6 Angle2D.m

The angle2D.m file is almost identical to the CandM2D.m file, but is run after the optimization
to solve for the thrust angle P values. The only difference in the code is that after the iteration
routine completes and the P values are found for half the orbit, a small routine then adds the
second half of the thrust angles to the P vector. This is possible because the P vector is anti-
symmetric throughout the orbit.
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3.2 3D MITEOR Optimization Software

The 3D MITEOR (MIT Electric Orbit Raising) optimization software is being developed in
Matlab to solve the 3D constant thrust transfers described in Section 2.2. The code is setup very
similar to the 2D MITEOR code, except a routine still needs to be implemented to solve for
specific initial conditions (which is now a harder problem to solve), or to easily create contour
plots of multiple transfers (such as in 2.2.2). The current code works by manually selecting
initial ma and me values, which then produce specific transfers.

The code is still being developed, but currently it is structured similar to the 2D MITEOR (see
Figure 20), and currently contains the six files main3D.m, onetraj3D.m, paths3.m, jacob.m,
CMI m, and angle3D. m. The main3D or onetraj3D functions set up and run the Runge-Kutta
(low order, ode23) routine that solves the differential equations w.r.t. eccentricity for ma (60), me

(61), a/af (52), e (53), and Av/vcf (54). The paths3.m function is used by the ode23 routine to
calculate the values of the derivatives (just listed) at the current i, ma and me. It also uses a
custom finite difference routine to calculate the partial derivatives in Equations (60) and (61).
Partial derivatives of the functions F and G are needed, which are actually ratios of Jacobians
that are themselves made of partial derivatives. For this reason, the functionjacob.m is used to
create the functions F and G using a similar finite difference routine. The integrals C, M, and I
also need to be calculated, so this is handled in the function CMI m. Finally, the thrust angles a
and P can be calculated using angles3D. m after the optimization finishes.
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Figure 20: Flowchart for 3D MITEOR optimization software
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3.2.1 3D MITEOR Code Description
3.2.1.1 Main3.m or Onetraj3D.m

The main3D or onetraj3D functions set up and run the Runge-Kutta (low order, ode23) routine
that solves the differential equations w.r.t. eccentricity for ma (60) , me (61), a/af (52), e (53),
and Av/vcf (54). The main3D function is very similar to main2D.m, and was used for
preliminary development of the 3D software. The main3D function eventually evolved into the
onetraj3D function, which is being designed to be easily called to create a single trajectory with
the given initial values of ma, me, and initial inclination. This makes it easier to be called by
search routines that can fmd the correct combination of multiplier values to match the users
desired initial conditions of the transfer. It also currently has the ability to create and graph the
thrust angles a and P using angle3D. m, as well as the basic plots of the orbital elements over the
transfer.

3.2.1.2 Paths3.m

The paths3.m function is used by the ode23 routine to calculate the values of the derivatives (just
listed) at the current i, ma and me. It also uses a custom finite difference routine to calculate the
partial derivatives in Equations (60) and (61). The finite difference routine makes small
adjustments (±0.0001) to the parameters Aa, A and e, and then calculates the functions F and G
using jacob.m (remember V=1). A central differences technique is then used with varied F and
G values to find the partial derivatives in Equations (60)-(64). Once the partial derivative values
are known, they are substituted into Equations (60), (61), (52), (53), and (54) to calculate the
value of these derivatives, which are then passed back to ode23.

3.2.1.3 Jacob.m

The jacob.m function uses the same fmite difference techniques as paths3 to calculate the
functions F and G (58), which are actually ratios of the Jacobians in Eq. (59). The jacob.m
function takes in the parameters e, ma and me and makes small adjustments (±0.0001) to them
and then calculates the integrals C, M, and I using the CMI m function. A central differences
technique is then used with varied integral values to fmd the partial derivatives found in the
Jacobians (59), which are then used to create the Jacobians, and then the ratios F and G. The F
and G values are then passed back to paths3. m.

3.2.1.4 CMI.m

The integrals C, M, and I are calculated using the CMI m function. It is very similar to the
CandM.m function (see 3.1.1.5), except for the addition of the I integral, and the lack of iteration.
The thrust angles a (50) and P (48) no longer depend on the integrals because of the different
formulation approach taken in the 3D case. This eliminates the need for iteration in CMI.
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3.2.1.5 Angles3D.m

The angles3D. m function is the same as CMI, except that is called after the optimization
completes, and it is used to produce the thrust angles a (50) and p (48). It also adds the second
half of the orbit's thrust angles for c, which is symmetric, and P, which is negative anti-
symmetric.
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4 Conclusions

Analysis has been completed and software developed for optimizing constant thrust transfers for
the 2D and restricted 3D cases. The software developed (called MITEOR) is robust, converges
well for most all cases, and the 2D version of the code can optimize for transfers with specific
initial conditions or be used to view multiple transfers at once. Derivations have also been
completed for both 2D and 3D transfers that optimize both thrust angles and thrust magnitude.
These variable thrust derivations have been found to be completely analytic and require no
additional numerical routines.

The core of the restricted 3D analysis and software has been completed, but improvements are
still being developed. Solutions have been produced but are restricted to cases where the initial
line of apses is aligned with the line of nodes, and no disturbances to these lines are included.
Further work is needed to extend the analysis and code to the more general 3D cases, provide an
outer shell that will select the desired starting point for the mission, explore constraint violations
incurred by the unconstrained codes, and devise ways to incorporate the important constraints
into the optimization.

The results of the 2D and 3D variable thrust transfers are typically 5-10% more fuel-efficient
than constant thrust, and can be used to easily calculate first cut approximation to the constant
thrust cases, providing an optimum upper bound. The results are all expressible as closed-form
exact formulae, which allows very rapid and general visualization of trends and effects. The
thrust orientation profiles are much smoother than with constant thrust, with no reversals near
perigee. This may in itself be advantageous in avoiding some attitudes where constraints may
play a role.

Overall, the first segment of this project has been completed with promising results and a strong
understanding of the analysis, which will be required to continue on to more complicated and
realistic cases. During the next segment of this project, improvements in the 3D analysis and
code should allow Loral to directly apply MITEOR to the development of their next-generation
GEO satellites.
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Appendix A: Literature Review Database
This appendix (also located in references. mdb) contains easy-to-compare summaries
the relevant orbit raising literature that was available at the MIT Aero/Astro library.

Reference~*rcIfrforrn*aij

of most of

nte

A Hybrid Method For Computing
Optimal Low Thrust OTV Trajectories

uthor(s)
ark R. Ilgen

gource
Advances in Astronautica Sciences, Vod 87, Part II, 1994, pg 941-958

aper ID# Year

594-129 1994

Reference Surnary

optimizatan Method
Pirect Method (Hybrid: Direct shootingfNLP & cptima control theory)

Orbital Elernents Used
quinoctid

Included in Opruization

Mn Transfer in Inclination EdipIe Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Timie Delta-V Change Effects (32) Detaradation Averaino Rates
0) 0 0 0 0 0 E

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
Iliptuc to Circular (GTO-GEO) I ElIptUc to Elliptic
es ot sure

fircular to Elliptic to Circular Ircular to Circular (Spiral)

t Sure es

A1dvantages
Robust convergence properties and insensitive to initial gJess of optimiztion variables
Much better onvergence than SEPSPOT when including additional effects
Results matched 5EP5POT and LOWT OP within a few %(for cases that converged)
Determines optima thrust steering for both min transfer time and min delta-v
Modular in design, realily upgradable, can hande addtianal effects, like 33, A.., atmas drag, sun/moon
Very well written, extensive, easy to follow documentation, good description of code
EaiinnrHi elrnements used sn no s ridaties (exaect e= 1. arabolc

Disadvantags
HYTOP is written in FORTRAN 77, old language, may need port to Matab for ease of use (graphs,5TK...)
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Sfware Developed or Used
Oevelaped HYTOP (Hybrid T rajectory Optimizabion Progran)
Uses NLP2 nolinerar programming package and set of FORTRAN 77 subroutines for integatons
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Reference Source Irformaion i
Tide

Direct Approach for Computing Near-Optimal
Low-Thrust Earth-Orbit Transfers

thor(s)
aig A. Kluever, Steven R. Oleson

source
urnd of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vd 35, No 4, .Jly-August 1998, pg 509-515

aper ID# ear
5 97-717 19961

Reference Sunmary
Optirization Method
Direct Method (NonLinear Programming - NL P)

Orbital Elerents Used
Equinoctid

Included in OpUnizatian

Mn Transfer Min Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Time Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Deradation Averacjnq Rates
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Transfer Orbit Tyvpes Possible

Elliptic to Circular (GTO-GEO) tiptc to E lliptic
Nes ot Sure

inular to Efliptic to Circular Iircular to Circular (Spiral)
es ot Sure

rdvantages
cbust convergence properties and insensitive to initial guess of optimization variables
uch better convergence than SEPSPOT when including additional effects
esults matched 5EP5POT within a few /, better results for solar deg case

mlows for different types of thrusbers tb be used
sed sequentid quadratic progamming(5QP) to solve constrained parameter optimizationproblem (note)
P sdved using gradient-based optimization method (note)

Jsad extreMda feedback centrd laws bp parameterize thrust drection (note)
isadvantages
nvergence may be slower than indirect methods

oesn't account for slew rates
Mhat language is code in? FORTRAN? Work in Matlab, 5TK? Even Available?
Does not do both min transfer time and min delta-v cases
)ocumentation not extEnsive, no good description of code
Very similar, but not as impressive as "A Hybrid Method for Computing..", by Mark R. Ilgen (AAS 94-129)

wareDevelopedor Used
eveloped Direct Method (DM) softwae for this techinique (where is it?)
sed NP5OL for SQP code, computes the gradients with both forward and central finite differences
eferenced HYTOP code, by Ilgen, not sur if evolved or used it, looks very familiar though
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Referece 5narce informanen
ride

Low-Thrust Orbit Transfer Optimization
Using Genetic Search

Author's)
.arry D. Dewell, P.K. Menon

Sourice
AA Microfiche

aper ID# ear

AA 99-4151 1999

Reference Sunrwnry

Optinization Method
Genetic Search

Orbital Elements Used
Ftnddar

Included in Opiumization

Min Transfer Pln Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Time Delta-V Chanae Effects (32) Dearadaton Averatina Rabes
l 1] 0 0 El 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit Types Possible

liptic to CirClar (GTO-GEO) lipC to Elliptc
es ot Sure

"iular to Efliph c to Circular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
ct Sure ot Sure

Advantages
GSenetic search is set of directed, discontinuous search methods inspred by biological genetics 8avolution
Ion-gadent based solution, ided for optimization With non-smooth dynamics or performance measures
Software runs in Matlab (extensive tools for genetic search ae available for Matlab, used here)
vay yield results where gradient methods fl

Disadvantages
Not good for system with

smooth partid derivative cf the dynamics and cost function
known switching structure of any discontinuous controls
reasonable initid guess or the solution to a dosely related problem is know (for all, gradient better)

kesults are often suboptimal
%o extenisve research yet on this method
%ot much extra included in the optiato, if even possible

rafetreDevelopder Used
Seveloped some matlab code created for transfer using below
sed Genetic Search Toolbox for Matlab
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Reference Sowrce InformiM i
fitle

Optimal Low Thrust Geocentric Transfer

Author(s)
(heodore Eddbaum, Lester Sackett, Harvey Malchow

Source
AAA

aper ID# ear
/A 19731

Reference Surnrnary

Optirrization Mehod
alculus of Variations (Newton-Raphscn iteration)

Orbital Elements Used
quinoctid

Included in OpUnizaioan

Mn Transfer Min Inclination Edipse Oblateness Sola Cell Orbital slew
Timne Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Dearadaton Averacinq Rates
0] 0 2 0

Transfer Orbit Types Possible

llipqc to Cicralar (GTO-GEO) liptcto E lipbc
es es

ircular to Elipc to Cirular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure es

vantages
ncludes otiateness and shadowing
vcids singularities

es aweraging to cut computation time
oes between any orbit
aper is well detailed with all equations listed
ood exam ple of a basic optimizer with most of the extras, similar to 5EPSPOT

isadvantages
ery old technology (1973)
o min-delta V calculation
Crobably hard to find the software now, plus an dd compiler

fware Developed or Used
rkitten in FORTRAN IV
joftware developed for NASA Goddard
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Refesre Sarce Inforrrudim i
Title

Low Thrust OTV Guidance Using Lyapunov Optimal
Feedback Control Techniques

Authr(s)

arc Ilgen
Source

AA5, Aerospace Corp.

aper ID# er
5 93-680 1993

Reference Surrynary

Optirnizaban Method
Lyapunov Optima Feedback Control

Orbital Elements Used
Equinocbd

Included in OpUlizaian
Mn Transfer MIn Inclinaton Edipse Oblateness Sola Cell Orbital Slew
Time Delta-V Chanoe Effwts (J2) DearadaUon Averacinq Rates
21 0 FLO1] 2 02

Transfer Orbit Types Possible

tihpUc to Circular (GTO-GEO) OWlic to Elliptic
es tes

ircular to Ellipic to Circular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
ct Sure es

Advantages

Disadvantages
appracimation on the exact optima control law can get from cdc of var, but close and simpe
alo information is gven on the software developed
\lot sure how eclipse, J2, and degadatian where included, just mentions they were
)nly two test cases shown
4eraspace corp. is very protective of distributing software or info without contract

ifware Develpd or Used
ao information given
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Suidance law operates by determing at each point the thrust drection that minimzes a scalar function
:omposed of the dot product of the gradient of the Lyapunov function and the vector of vehide dynamics
'note).
vlosdly anytic, easy to compu t, closed-loop, can be used onboard sat in redltime & adjusts for offsets
suarantees the end vaues are eventually reached, even with thrust offsets, unmodeled dynamics
Abrks between any vaues of a,e,i, and includes second order effects
7an be etended to achiee needed values of RAAN. araument of rwiaee. and dew rates
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R.erence otrce Idorrnanen I
Tride
Low-Thrust Inclination Control in Presence of Earth

I Shadow
f4thor(s)
jan Albert Kechichian, Arospace Corp.

sour-ce
burnd of Spacecraft and Rockets
Vol 35, No 4, July-August 1998

aper ID# ea
5/AIAA 91-157 1998

Rderence Sununairy

Optmization Method
Analytic

Orbital Elements Used
tandard

Included in OpUnrizalion
Min Transfer in Inclination Edipe Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital slew
Tine Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Dearadation Averacina Rates
0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
alliptic to Circular (GTO-GEO) olliptc to Elliptic
Not Sure ot Sure
ircular to Elliptic to Circular Drcular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure es

lvantages
alytic approach to inclininaion change only with EP from circular orbits

epes agDrithms to caculde out of plane thrust profiles
wo methods of switching thrust angle between eclipses
ses linearized variation of parameters approach

isadvantages
ub-aptimd results

Only anlytic, doesn't seem to have made any scftware
rcrular to circular cases only

5implistic, low-fidelity approach

rwareDeveloped or Used
Y|A
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Reference Sotrce Iriforiuimnride
Orbit Raising with Low-Thrust Tangential
Acceleration in Presence of Earth Shadow

Author(s)
tanb Albert Kechichian, Aerospace Corp.

ouource
Jburna of Spacecraft and Rockets
Vol 35, No. 4, Jly-August 1998

aper ID# 
fear

Reference Surrnary
Optirrization Method

nalytic

Orbital Elernents Used
Standard

Included in Optlinization
Mn Transfer min Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar tel Orbital Slew
Tine Delta-V Change Effects (32) Demradation Averatinq Rates
0 0 0 2 1 0 0 [0

Transfer orbit Types Possible
0iipuc to Circular (GTO-GEO) lIpUc to EllipUc

at Sure ot Sure
ircular to Elliptic to Circular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure es

ges
Aalytic andlysis of circular to circular orbit raising wth shadow effeds
ow computational time (if implemented)

III documented equations

isadvantages
o software developed
ub-optimd results
implistic analysis, not flexble to al start and end scenarios

Sofware Developed or Used
N/A
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Reference Sourcew Iiformann iLMtie
Optimal Low-Thrust LEO to GEO/HEO Trajectories

Herman and D.B. Spencer

Source
advances in the Astronautical Sciences
doI 103 Ft. 1I

rstrodynamics 1999

aper ID# Year
599-408 1999

Reference Sumrnary
OpUmnization Method
-igher-Order Collocation (HOC)

Orbital Elements Used
Equinocbal

Included in OpUmization
Min Transfer tin Inclination E dipse Oblateness Solar CeN Orbital S1ew
Tirne Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Dearadatlon Averacina Rates
0 0 Fe 0 [J 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit TypesPossible

Niic to Circular (GTO-GEO) iWptc to Elliptic
tSure Mt 5ure

ircular to Efliptic to Circular I ircular to Circular (Spiral)
es e

dvantages
The burn-coast-burn profile can be determined a prior and input into the optimizaton
Good reference for equinoctial element definiton and equations

isadvantages
lot stated that the optimization includes any second order effects (32, eclipses, etc)
esults only show circular to circular or circular to elliptic In circular transfers

Scfware Developedor Used
Sofware was developed, but no details are given, other than the use of HOC for the NLP problem
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Rer ence Sorce Idornation
Tide

Simplified Approach for Assessment of Low-Thrust
Elliptical Orbit Transfers

mes E. Pollard, Aerospace Corp.

[Source
rnternationd Electric ropulsion Conference

Paper IUD# Year
EPC-97-160 997

Reference Sunmary
Optimization Method

alculus of Variations

Orbital Elements Used
Standard

Included in Optirnization
Min Transfer Mn Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Tine Delta-V Chance Effects (32) Dewradation Averacinq Rates
01 1 21 0 0 [

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
liiptic to Ciraar (GTO-GEO) Elliptic to Ellipic
es Ies
ircular to Ellipic to Crcular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
ot Sure ot Sure

vantages
ood reference for rates of change of standard (classica) orLital elements
mputationally quick, but sub optima

ses simle steering laws to complete optimization

isadvantaWges
ot optima results
acking some second order effects
iostly anlytic, no detailed description of software developed

[fware Developd or Used
4/A
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Reence Smre Irformion I
Title

Evaluation of Low-Thrust Orbital Maneuvers

1.E. Pollard

Iource
P~C
pIy 13-15, 1998

aer ID# ear
AA-98-3486 1998

Referece Surnmary
OpUrrizaian Method
aiculus of Variations

Orbital Elements Used
tandard

Included in OpUrhization
Min Transfer Mn Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Tirne Delta-V Chanqe E ffects 02) Dearadation Averacinq Rates
0 21 2 0 0 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit Types Possible

liipuc tW Circlar (GTO-GEO) Iip c to Elliptic
es es

ircular to Elliptic to Circular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure ot Sure

dvantages
inimizes delta V x ddta t to get good bdance between the two
ood evduation of different scenarios

isadvatages
acks description of optimizdon method or program used
ot sure if any second order terms were used

fware Developedor Used
V/A
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Referee50uce Iriormanen i
Title

Low-Thrust Maneuvers for LEO and MEO Missions

Author(s)

am es E Pollard, Aerospace Gorp.

Source

20-24 June 1999

Paper 1D# Year
AIAA-99-2870 19991

Reference Surnmary
Optimization Method

nalytic

Orbital Elernnts Used
tandard

Included in Optirnization
Min Transfer Min Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Tirne Delta-V Chance Effets (32) DeradaUon Averatin Rates
0 0 [ 0 [ 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
liptic to Circular (GTO-GEO) IiipUc to Elliptic
Nt sure ot Sure
ircular to Elliptic to Circular Ircular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure es

Advantages
Analyzes LEO and MEO missions, including drag, repostioning, timing, RAAN shifts

Disadvantages
Interesting generic results, but does not apply to orbit raising to GEO

ofware Developed or Used
V/A
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Reerece SoarC Irfornmien
Tide

Launch Vehicle and Power Level Impacts on Electric
GEO Insertion

Author(s)

5.R. Olesen and R.M. Myers
Source
PC
july 1-3 1996

aper 1D# Vear
AA %-2978 19%

Referece Sunwnry
Opirnzaine Method

EPSPOT

Orbital Elements Used
Stndard

Included in Optirization

Min Transfer Mmn Inclination Edipse Oblateness Sdar Cell Orbital Slew
Tine Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Dearadation Averacina Rates
R1 0 21 1 2 21 L

Transfer Orbit Types Possible

tliic b Cirmiar (GTO-GEO) Iiiptic to Elliptic
es es
Mircular to Elliptic to Cirilar Iirular to Circular (sir)

Pt Sure es

vantages
uspose of paper is to compare the effects of diferent launch vehicles and power levels on orbit raising
mpares chemical and electric trade-cffs using different lauch vehides

Disadvantages
Jses 5EP5POT, does not develop omw code

soware Developed or Used
Jsed SEP5POT
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Reference Source Iifdorrmg I
Yide

Optimization of Low Thrust Transfer between
Noncoplanar Elliptic Orbits

utor(s)
.5. Konstantinov

Source
8th In ternational Astronautical Congress
dober 6-10, 1997

Paper ID# Yewr
[AF-97-A.6, 0 6  1997

Reference Sunnrwy
Optirization Method
'iculus of Variations (Pontryagin's Max and Ave Principle)

Orbital Eements Used
tandard

Included in OpUnization
Min Transfer Mmn Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar CeN Orbital slew
Time Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Dearadation Averatina Rates
0 00 i] 0 l

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
liptlic to Circular (GTO-GEO) lliptic to Elliptic

es es

ircular to Elliptic to Circular ircular to Circula (Spiral)
at Sure ot Sure

Mvantages
Algorithm is supposedly fast

isadvantages
ard to understand and fdlow, written by Russian
quations and complex and difficalt to understand

SoFware D loped orUsed
Plgorithm briefly described to sdve optimization problem
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Refere Sore IriformaneniFTide
Simple Control Laws for Low-Thrust Orbit Transfers

raig A. Kluever

ource
Advances in Astronauticd Sciences
ol 99, Pt. 2, 1991, pg 1455-1468

PprID# Year
AA 98-203 19

Reference Surranary
OpUtrizanen Method
Simple Optimal Feedback Contrd

Orbita Eements Used
tandard

Included in OpUnization
Min Transfer Mlin Inclinaton Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Tirine Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Dearadation Averacina Rates
0 0 11 El 1: El El

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
iNiOUc in Circular(GTO-GEO) tliipUc to Elliptic

Nt Sure Not Sure
ircular to EllipUtc to Circular Ircular to Circular (Spird)
ct Sure es

dvantages
n be used for onboard red-time control of 5/C

-ntrol laws are simple and easy to canpute
n do apse-line control (at least in a planar transfer)

isadvantages
uboptimal results, but meant to be fast guidance technique, not exact optimum technique
o mentian of second order effects except eclipsing
lot sure if it cai any other transfer orbit types (other than spiral)

Very few examples shown
Guidance parameters were selected via trial and error

ofware Developed or Used
oes not go into detail on any software deveoped
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Refrnce Sorce Irformaion I
Ime

Maximum-Payload Transfers to Geosynchronous
Orbit Using Arcjet Thrusters

Craig A. KlueverSource
burnd of 5pacecraft and Rockets

Vol 34, No 3, Engineering Notes
Pg. 405-407

Paper ID# Year
N/A 1997

Reference Summary
Optinizalan Method
PEP5POT

Orbital Elements Used
tandard

Included in Optinization
Mn Transfer Kn Incination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital slew
Time Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Deradation Averainq Rabesol R1 FR la R] 0 0

Transfer Orbit Twes PosMible
1liptic t ircular (GTO-GEO) IliipUc to Elliptic

Nes es

icular to Efliptic to Circular Ircular to Circular (Spiral)
et Sure es

vantages
mpares ccmbinatons of electric and chemica propulsion to find an optimal mix

ries to madmize payload to orilit
ood reference For example combined chen/electric transfer results

Disadvantages
)oes not develop any new optimum method, just uses SEPSPOT

Sofware Developed or Used
5EPSPOT
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Refernce Source IrfornanI

Title

Low-Thrust Orbit Transfer Guidance Using an
Inverse Dynamics Approach

.a iugA. KlUver

Bource
burnd of Guidance, Control and Dynamics

Wol 18, No. 1
Pan-Feb 1995, pg 187-189

Paper ID# Year
01

Reference Summwy
Opkrization Medhod
inverse Dynanics Control

Orbital Elenents Used
5tandard

Included in OpUnzatian
Min Transfer in Incination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital slew
Tine Delta-V Chanie Effects (32) Dearadation Averadne Rates

1 0 R 8 0 0 0
Transfer Orbit Types Possible

iputc to Ciraular(GTO-GEO) liiptc to Elliptc
Not Sure ot Sure
ircular to Elliptic to Circular ircular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure es

dvantages
~an be used for onboard rea-time control of SC

isadvantages
uboptimal
lot sure if secondary effects are included (other than eclipsing)

Sfware Developed or Used
5EPSPOT used as a reference trajectory
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1J

Near-Optimum Low-Thrust Transfer in Semi-Major
Axis and Eccentricity

Author(s)
IA Bauer

rource

aper ID# Year
5 92-134 19921

Reference Sunwnry
Op~rnizaicn Method
.Iculus cf Variatons

Orbital Elements Used
tandard

Included in Opminuzaion

Mn Transfer "wIn Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital !Sew
Time Delta-V Chanqe Effects 02) Deqradation Averacinq Rates
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Trarsfer Orbit Types Possible
tlipUc ID Circular (GTO-GEO) Ilipic to Elliptic

es ot Sure
"arcul to Elliptic to Circular 1rcular to Circular (Spiral)

at Sure es

Advantages
Good resource for the basic clculus of variatcn equations

isadivantages
ear-optimum, not exact
ery basic cclius of variaions approach
o indination change
o second order effects

5ofware Develoed or Used
alA
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Reference Source Informanen I

Reference Sunnary
OpUrnizalan Method
Aalytic

Orbital Elernents Used
tandard

Included in Optnizaton

Mn Transfer Min Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cell Orbital Slew
Time Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Decradation Averadnq Rates
21 M 0 0 ] 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit TypesPossible

Oipc to Circular (GTO-GEO) NipUc to Elliptic
Nt Sure at Sure
nicular to Elliptic to Circular cular to Circular (Spiral)
at Sure ot Sure

dvantages
ptimizes transfer rate and Includes OTY effects
ood reference for systems levl optimizations

isadvantges
asic analysitic approach
o second order terms visible
o software developed

S afware Developed or Used
\4/A
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Refrence Soarce Inform~ign
Tidle

A Set of Modified Equinoctial Orbit Elements

alker, Irdland, Owens
aurce

Celestial Mechanics 36
1965 409-419

Paper ID# 8ar
A/A 1985]

Refrence Summary
Optlimizaion Medhod
Malytic
Orbital Elements Used
pquinocU a

Included in OpUmization
Mn Transfer fMn Inclination Edipse Oblateness Solar Cefl Orbital ilew
Time Delta-V Chanqe Effects (32) Deuradation Averatina Rates
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfer Orbit Types Possible
tliptc to tralar(GTO-GEO) lipUc to E lipUc

lircular to Elliptic to Ciradar rcuLar to Circular (Spira)
o0

Advantages
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Appendix B: Optimization Software Code (SS/L Copies Only)

The MITEOR optimization software code is only available for Space Systems / Loral copies of
this thesis, and is not included for MIT copies. The software is considered proprietary and
should not be used or copied without direct consent of Space Systems / Loral.
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